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to Our 10Crth Year

Last Stove Finished Wednesday

League Refuses
Museum Offer
For Fake Jimmy
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The League
of Women voters says if it can't have
the real Jimmy Carter in Baltimore for
Sunday's campaign debate, it doesn't
-want a make-believe president, either
With Republican Ronald Reagan and
independent John Anderson spending
Friday in preparation for their televised weekend clash, the sponsoring
league said ."no thanks" to the owner of
a South Dakota wax museum offering a
statue of Carter.
"The president will be represented at
the debate," museum owner Tom
Keller said in making his offer.
Carter is boycotting the debate, the
first of the 1980 general election cam-

Want To Know
The Score Of
Sunday Debate?
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Want to keep
your own score of Sunday night's
debate between Ronald Ran and
John B. Anderson?
Want to compare notes with the experts?
Here's how.
Seven leading university debate
coaches will judg&the debate for the
Associated Press.
You can scorz the debate yourself, using the same kind of scorecard used by
the experts, then compare your results
with theirs when they are reported in
Monday's newspapers.
The judging panel is using a ballot
similar to that used by the American
Forensic Association for student competition. It awards one to five points in
each of six categories: analysis,
reasoning, evidence, organization,
refutation and presentation.
Award one point for a poor presentation, two for fair, three for average,
four for excellent and five for superior.
James J. Unger, director of forensics
at Georgetown University in
Washington, D.C., and one of the nation's leading coaches of intercollegiate
debate, prepared the accompanying
ballot and the instructions for its use.

paign, because he wants to square off
against Ronald Reagan alone before
engaging in a three-way confrontation.
While Reagan and Anderson boned
up, the president spent his day at the
White House, where he was endorsed by
leaders .9f several major consumer
groups.
Ellen Haas, immediate past president of the Consumer Federation of
America, told reporters that "after
comparative shopping," there is no
doubt that Carter's record and the
Democratic Party platform warrant
support.
Although Anderson had no public appearances on his calendar, his campaign announced it had gathered
enough signatures to assure him spots
on the Nov. 4 ballot in Arizona and New
Hampshire. Aides said that meant the
Republican congressman from Illinois
had enough signatures for all 50 states.
So far, Anderson has been certified in
34 states and the District of Columbia,
with a total of 361 electoral votes. North
Carolina was added to the list Friday in
a ruling by the 4th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in Richmond,Va.
Only in Carter's native Georgia does
Anderson still face a TegaI battle over
access to the state ballot, and that case
is due for hearing next week in the state
supreme court. Georgia Secretary of
State David Poythress ruled last week
that Anderson fell short of the required
signatures.
Libertarian Party presidential candidate Ed Clark got his name on the
Georgia ballot on Friday.
Reagan's running mate, George
Bush, said in Detroit on Friday that a
second Carter administration would
ring up deficit spending of $275 billion
with four more years in office.
In contrast, he said Reagan would
balance the budget in 1983 and there
would be a "cumulative surplus of $73
billion" over four years.
Despite Bush's statement, statistics
provided by a member of his staff
revealed some questionable assumptions.
For example, the figures assume the
Carter administration would begin
spending on a national health insurance
program in 1982, with the total cost rising to almost $103 billion by 1985. •

Barber Will Be Speaker
At Southwest Elementary
Raymond Barber, state superintendent of public instruction, will be the
speaker at a potluck dinner at
Southwest Elementary School at 6:30
p.m. Tuesday,Sept. 23.

Raymond Barber
and Secondary Education Act I ESEA )
Title I Office of the Kentucky Department of Education.

Murray High and Calloway High each suffered defeats Friday night in
prep football action. The Tigers dropped a 56-13 decision to Mayfield
while Lone Oak downed the Lakers 26-3. Check today's sports section for
stories and photos.
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BAND CON I RIBUTION — Kiwanis Club secretary Dr. Durwood Beatty,
right, presented a check for $500 to Murray High School principal W. A.
Franklin, left, and Band Booster treasurer Louis Beyer, middle. The
donation will go toward the band's trip as Kentucky's representative in the
Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade.

The end came a little sooner than expected.
The final stove, the 4,751,268th in the
Murray Tappan Plant's production
history ( 1947-80), rolled off the
assembly line at 3:10 p.m. Wednesday,
a day-and-a-half ahead of schedule.
Then after some minor jobs were completed arid an awards ceremony was
held, workers left their jobs for the last
time at about 2 p.m. Friday.
According to plant manager E.J.
Haverstock, a few office personnel will
work next week. Four guards will remain on duty. Also, 10 maintenance
workers will be on the job for another
month.
There are about 12 presses to be moved out and shipped to other plants.

sunny,
warm and humid
Sunny, quite warm and humid
on Sunday. High Sunday in the
upper,0s to lower 90s. Winds
so erli,10 to 20 mph on Sunday.
entucky F„xtended Forecast
' Partly cloudy with a chance of
showers each day. Warm Monday and Tuesday with lows in the
60s and highs in the 80s to around
90. Turning cooler Wednesday
with lows in the upper 508 to mid
60s and afternoon highs in the upper 70s to mid 80s.

John Pocock, a Tappan employee for
44 years, received a plaque at the
ceremony Friday. Pocock worked in
the Mansfield, Ohio, plant prior to coming to Murray.
Thirty-year employees honored with
watches included Ruby L. Erwin, J.D.
Howard, Edgar L. Howe, Ralph W.
Robertson, Harry L. Russell,.Charles
L. Stubblefield, Charles T. Bennett,
Troy W. Bogard, Darrell E. Brandon,
Cecil Cleaver, Earl W. Crick,
Leonard L. Dunnaway, Andy C.
Elkins,George E. Elkins, William Fair,
Homer W. Fennel, James E. Garland,
Jack M. Glover, James 0. Lamb, Paul
Lawrence, Thomas D. Lovett, Joe P.
McCuiston, Trellis P. McCuiston,
Henry B. Morris, Hubert L Newberry,
Tom S. Padgett, John M. Steele and
E.y
ins
John
Wacertificates, for 25 years of
and
service, were presented to Bobby G.
Cochran, John R. Falwell and Paul I..
Fennel.
In looking back, Haverstock said the
most productive month in the plant was
September 1971 when 38,480 stoves were
made. During one week in that month,
10,000 stoves came out of the plant, also
a record.

Second Ray Harm Appearance Set
Plans are being completed for the second appearance in Murray within
seven months by Ray Harm, one of the
nation's most widely-known wildlife artists and conservationists.
Harm, a native of West Virginia and
who claims to be the only wildlife artist
in the country who works solely from
field observations, will return Wray Sept. 24 and 25 to make public appearances, autograph prints and to promote the sale of his Kentucky Cardinal
painting.
. Jialf of the proceeds from his local
sales of the "Cardinal" print on those
two days will be donated to the Murray
State University scholarship program.
The prints, according to Mrs. Jane
Sisk, who is heading the arrangements
committee for the artist's visit, will sell
for $20 each plus 50 cents tax. $IG of
which will go to the scholarship fund.
The donation is tax exempt, she emphasized, and purchasers of the prints
will have the privilege of designating
the particular scholarship program to
which they would like their donation applied.
Harm will be the guest of several
clubs and Murray State classes on
Thursday afternoon, Sept. 24, and will
be honored at a public reception from 4
to 8 p.m. the following evening at the
Calloway County Library.
The reception will be held in the
historic, refurbished home, known as
"the Higgins home," next door and just
west of the library building on Main
Street.
Serving with Mrs. Sisk on the arrangements committee are Mrs. Libby
Hart, Mrs. Gladys Blackford, Mrs.
Margaret Trevathan, Mrs. Sally Alex-

WASHINGTON (AP) — The government is raising interest rates as much
as a full percentage point on FHA and
VA mortgages to make them more
competitive with conventional loans
and therefore more acceptable to
lenders and home sellers.

inside today

today's index

Employees End
Jobs At Tappan

He is known to spend two to three
months in the out-of-doors in blinds he
has set up near bird nests and animal
watering holes in order to study the
animals in their natural habitats.
Harm's'earlier 1980 visit to Murray
was in March when he appeared under
the sponsorship of the Bank of Murray.

School Heads To Have
Flexibility After Cuts
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — State
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Ray Harm
Raymond Barber says local school ofmder,and Mancil J. Vinsoi., director of
ficials will have as much flexibility as
alumni affairs at Murray State Univerpossible after cuts in state education
sity.
funds.
rrints of others of Harm's works also
Barber told a news conference Friwill be available at the reception, but
day that is why a two-thirds reduction
the alumni scholarship fund will benefit
in student fee money was selected as
only from the "Cardinal" print sales,
one of the main areas in which to cutMrs. Sisk said.
back.
Harm's work has gained national
recognition and has earned him a White\ "We wanted to leave as much flexHouse invitation, an appoint MAO
ibility and decision making as we could
artist-in-residence at the University of
with the local boards," Barber said.
Kentucky and honorary doctoral
Barber said local school officials
degrees from three colleges.
have discretion in how they can spend
He recently sold his Brave Bull
money alloted for such things as curRanch about 20 miles north of Tucson,
rent operating expenses and textbooks
Ariz., and plans to devote more time to
and from the state's power equalization
his research and painting. He makes
program.
2,000 to 4,000 detailed sketches of
However, the money earmarked for
animals in the wild in his field research,
student fees must be spent entirely on
which he calls the "backbone and
lostructional materials.
vertebra" of his paintings, and com"We felt it would be better to take
year.
a
pletes from four to six paintings
money here than in some other
categories," Barber said. "It is one we
did not really want to cut, but we felt we
could cut this one and be easier on the
local boards."
Barber said local districts could use
money from the other sources to offset
the loss of student fee funds.
The cutbacks were ordered last
many Americans to afford to buy
month by Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. after
houses — whether loan money is
revised revenue estimates indicated
and could bring a
available or not
the state will be $114 million short of annew slump in housing starts.

Interest Raised On
FHA, VA Mortgages

The dinner is sponsored by the
Southwest PTC for the parents and
faculty.
Barber, of Lexington, is a former
deputy superintendent of public instruction. He served two terms in the
Kentucky General Assembly from
Allen and Simpson counties.
His background in education also includes experience as a teacher, a principal at both the elementary and secondary levels, and coordinator of federal
programs — all in Allen County — and
as an administrative assistant to the
governor for educational affairs and
assistant director of the Elementary
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Government officials said Friday
that allowable rates for mortgages
backed by the Veterans Administration
and the Federal Housing Administration will rise to 13 percent on Monday.
Lending institutions now are limited
to charging 12 percent interest on FHA
and VA mortgages for single-family
and multi-family homes, so they make
up the difference between that rate and
higher prevailing rates — 14 percent or
more in many markets — by charging
sellers extra cash payments known as
"discount points."
Each "point" is equal to 1 percent of
the total mortgage, and common
charges of 9 points or higher -- $4,500 or
more on a $50,000 mortgage — are making sellers less than eager to see buyers
hoping to use VA or FHA coming up the
sidewalk.
"As a matter of fact, many home
sellers are refusing to consider FHA
and VA financing when placing their
homes on the market," said Moon Landrieu, secretary of Housing and Urban
Development.
"The increases ( in, VA. and FHA interest rates ) are necessary to reflect
the realitim'of the money market," he
said. "With respect to single-family
mortgages, under current'-eonditions
the federal insurance programs are
practically useless."
The chief economist for the -National
Association of Home Builders,
however, said the climbim( interest
rates in general will make it harder for

ticipated revenues by the end of the
fiscal year.
Barber's news conference was called
after three Republican state legislators
publically criticized the cuts in educa
lion over the Kentucky Educational
Television Network Wednesday night.
"I know of no one in state government
who wanted to make the cuts," Barber
said. "But when a department receives
43 percent of the general fund dollar,
you must look at that department" in
making cuts.
"Education has fared quite well in
the last four to five years," Barber
said. "But we in education must realize
that when the times are tough we must
accept our share of the cutbacks. If
education received no cuts, the percentage of cuts for other department would
have been astronomical."
Barber also defended not using
surplus funds in the Minimum Foundation Program for unallocated
classroom units to offset some of the
cuts.
That approach was suggested on
ICET by Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glasgow,
who noted the state will have 414 fewer
classroom units than were financed in
the budget.
Baker claimed the move would have
freed up $8 million, which would have
more than offset the $6 million trimmed
for student fees.
Barber said there is only $4.9 million
left for basic classroom Ats based on a
"tenative allocation" of units to local
districts:

Director Of MSU Alumni Affairs

Mancil Vinson Will Retire In July
By L. J. Hortin
The person who succeeds Mancil J.
Vinson as director of Alumni Affairs at
Murray State University next July will
have some historic shoes to fill if he
equals or surpasses the records made
by Vinson since October 15, 1968.
In these 12 years, Murray State's list
of alumni has grown from 12,789 to
more than 26,000. There are MSU alumni in every state of the union and in 41
foreign countries.
loyal,
These thousands of alumni
devoted promoters of their alma mater
— will affirm that Vinson has played a
major role in maintaining and encouraging their support for Murray
State University. The Alumni Scholarship program, probably more than any
other phase, is the best measure of the
efficiency of the cooperative efforts of
the director, the association, and the
university.
President Mike Peak of the alumni
association reported at the last council
meeting of his term, July 14, 1980, that
14 alumni scholarship awards %sere
made ,in 1967, the year before Vinson
became director, and that 189 awards
were Made in 1980. Records show that
during the 27 years prior to his employment,91 awards were made, and wider
his leadership and with the assistance
of 16 county committees 669 awards
were made in the 12 years.
The annual association audit shoyrkii

Mandl J. Vinson, Director of Alumni Affairs, Murray State University,
since.Oct. 15, 1968.
a net increase of 644,333.79 of scholarship funds during the past year. The
named scholarship fund investment on
June 30 was $393,304.77)- Total aasocflion assets were $433,430.62.
The council noted that the association's program has resulted in a comprehensive promotion for scholarship
development resulting in permanent
scholarship donations and Century Club
expenditures of nearly a million dollars

— $933,000 and other awards financed
by university and community programs.
These alumni scholarship winners
are not "drop-outs" and they do
become graduates. Dr. Marshall Gordon, vice president for University Services, recently commented on the success of the Alumni Scholarship program:
"Of the 376 students receiving alumni
scholarships prior to 1976, 280 have
received degrees for a remarkable 74
per cent. Of even greater importance is
the fact that 91 of these students received the honor Summa Cum Laude for
32.5 per cent...This is truly outstanding
and is an adequate testimony for the
Alumni Scholarship Program."
Born in Calloway County Oct. 4, 1924,
Vinson has always participated in community, regional and state. activities,
along with his administrative duties in
the university alumni office.
Vinson began his long association
with Murray State as a pupil in the second grade of the Training School.
After graduating from the high school
't-Alepartment of the Training School, he
--- attended Murray State where he received the BS degree in agriculture. He was
voted the "Outstanding Agricultural
Alumnus" of 1965. His master's degree
in Agriculture Education is from the
See 111.0NCIL J. VINSON,
Page 10, Colutnn 1
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Coming Community Happenings Listed
Saturday,Sept. 211
Square and round dancing
Hazel Lodge No. 831 will
have a family potluck supper will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
at 6.30 p.m. at the Hazel Com- Woodmen of the World Hall
munity Center. All members
Events at Land Between the
and their families are invited. Lakes will include Campers
Widaws of past masons are Fair with open house for the
especially invited. Meat, general public from 10 a.m. to
bread, and drinks will be fur- 5 p.m. at Piney Campground;
rushed.
Curds and Whey from 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at Empire Point;
The Knights of Columbus Jams, Jellies, and apple Butwill have their second annur I ter Makin' at 10 a.m. at The
fish fry in the new Parish Homeplace-1850;
Deer
Center, St. Leo's Catholic Population '80 at 1:30 p.m. and
12
from
serving
Church, with
Bowhunters checklist from 2
noon to 6 p.m. Cost will be 04 to 4 p.m. at Center Station.
for adults and $2 for children
A roadblock for the Cystic
under 12.
Fibrosis drive will be held
League of Women Voters from 10 a.m. to 12 noon at Five
will have a membership Points by pledges of the Alpha
meeting at the Calloway Omicron Pi Sorority, Murray
Public Library at 10 a.m. All State. The Walkathon will be
interested persons are invited. Oct. 4 at the City-County Park.
A free babysitter will be proFlavor of Kentucky lunvided.
cheon, sponsored by Chapter
M of the PEO Sisterhood, will
Alcoholics Anonymous and
CommuniAlanon will meet at 8 p.m. at be at 12 noon at the
Branch,
the west end of the West Ken- ty Room, North
tucky Livestock and Exposi- Peoples Bank.
tion Center.
Car wash, sponsored by.the
Sigma Alpha Iota fraternity at
Ladies Inspirational Day Murray State, will be held at
will be held from 10 a.m. to 2 the Ho-Ho Service Station,
p.m. at the Seventh and Five Points. Cost will be $2 for
Poplar Church of Christ. Each wash and $3 for wash and
one is to bring a dish of salad vacuum.
or sandwiches for the lunMurray State Racers Cross
cheon. Baby sitters will be Country Team will meet
provided.
Western Kentucky in a fivemile run starting at 11 a.m, at
the Murray Country Club.
Bargain Matinees
Sat. 8. Sun. 2:00
Cheri & Cine.
All Seats S1.50

Monday.Sept. 22
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Reservations for ladies day
luncheon on Wednesday at the
Murray Country Club should
be made by today with Lochie
Landon, hostess chairman.

Awards presentation of 16th
annual Murray State Invitational Golf Tournament will be
at approximately 1 p.m. at the
Murray Country Club.

Murray High School
Future
of
Chapter
Homenuikers of America will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the school
library.
Activities by the Hazel
Senior Citizens will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Hazel
Center with lunch at 11:45
a.m.
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.
All persons interested in
helping to plan a Fall Festival
at the Calloway Middle School
are asked to meet at 7 p.m,in
the school cafeteria.
Singles Unlimited will have
a planning session at 7 p.m. in
the community room, North
Branch, Peoples Bank. Note
change in meeting place.
Tuesday,Sept. 23
Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet with Lou
McGary at 7 p.m.
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Sunday,Sept. 21
All day homecoming will be
held at the Bethel Chapel
Pentecostal Church.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Campers
Fair with open house for the
general public from 11 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Piney Campground;
The Question of Hunting at 1,
2, 3, and 4 p.m. at Center Station; Gospel Sing at 2 p.m. at
The Homeplace-1850.
Women of the First
Presbyterian Church will
meet at 2 p.m. in the
fellowship hall of the church.
Annual homecoming will be
held at the Spring Creek Baptist Church. If unable to attend, persons may send donations for the cemetery upkeep
to Lexie Watson, Rt. 2, Murray,Ky.
Afterglow of Memorial Baptist Church will meet at the
home of Charlie and Gayle
Adams, 1704 Magnolia, at 8
p.m.
Monday,&pt.22
Humane Society of
Calloway County will meet at
the Calloway Public Library
at 7 p.m. with the program on
•'Careers In Animal Care and
Training."

(Nowt9•753-3314
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Tuesday,Sept. 23
Bible Journaling Group of
First Christian Church will
meet at 7 p.m. in the home of
Mrs. Bill Van Meter, 1710
Farmer.

Annual salad supper by
Murray State University
Women's Society will be held
at 6:30 p.m. in the Clara Eagle
Gallery, Murray State.

Bowling League of First
Christian Church will bowl at 7
p.m. There is still room for
one more team.

Annual fall Sigma Xi lecture
featuring Dr. David B.
Reister, Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
will be at 7:30 p.m, at the
Mason Hall auditorium, Murray State University. This is
free and open to the public.
Senior Citizens groups will
meet as follows: Dexter at
Dexter Center at 9:30 a.m.;
Murray at Ellis Center from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.; Hazel at
Hazel Center and Douglas at
that center, both from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m.

Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center,

New Headquarters
Of Kentucky Bar
To Be Dedicated

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)The new headquarters
building of the Kentucky Bar
Association will be dedicated
Sunday at the Frankfort Civic
Center.
State Supreme Court Chief
Justice John Palmore and
Singles Class of Seventh and Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. will
Poplar Church of Christ will speak at the ceremonies,
meet at 7 p.m. at the church which will be followed by a
building. • '""""""'• • tour Of the 'building, to be
known as the Kentucky Bar
Parents Anonymous will Center.
meet at 7:15 p.m. For inforThe structure is located at
mation call 753-5995 or 435- the end of West Main Street
4385.
overlooking the Kentucky
River in Frankfort's historic
Alcoholics Anonymous will district.
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
The center is the first perof the West Kentucky
manent quarters for the Bar
Livestock and Exposition
Association in its 109-year
Center, College Farm Road.
history.

Activities Planned At Core Meet
Of Murray-Calloway Girl Scouts

7 10.9 h0 4-2.00 Sat.. Sun.

THE FINAL
CDDDDDOWN

Tuesday,Sept. 23
Workshop in oil painting
with Del Frazier as lead instructor will be from I to 4
p.m. at the Murray Art Guild.
For inforination call 753-4069.

Meeting of Adult Great
Books has been changed to
Sept. 29.
Creative Arts Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club
house.
Front Porch Swing, female
barber shop singers, will meet
at 7 p.m. at the library of First
Christian Church. All interested women are invited.
Persons do not have to be able
to read music.
District 17, Unit 1, Licensed
Practical Nurses will meet at
7 p.m. in the private dining
room of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital with Dorothy
Higginbotham as speaker.

which were a skating party on
Sept. 15 and disco dancing
lessons to be given in
November.
Girl Scout Olympics will be
held on Saturday, Sept. 27, at
8:30 a.m, at the Stewart
Nelson Park, Paducah. Any
Scout wishing to purchase a tshirt for $4.50 to wear on
Olynipics Day needs to contact her leader.
The Girl Scout Showcase
will be held again this year in
Patricia Parrish, Murray Murray at the West Kentucky
Core leader, announced the Livestock and Exposition
coming Girl Scout events Center, Murray State tniver-

Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor

SPUN_ NEWS
Adults 132
Nursery 13
9-13-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Shelton, baby boy (Barbara), Rt. 1, Farmington.
Miller, baby boy ( Vera ), Rt.
1,Farmington.
DISMISSALS
Kimberly D. Hagan, 211
North Fifth Street, Murray;
Mrs. Juanita Thorn, 12080:
Main, Murray; Mrs. Martha
J. Shepherd, 404 Art, Fulton;
Mrs. Maria B. Woods and
baby boy, 309 North 10th
Street, Murray.
Mrs. Elizabeth M.Edwards,
Box 62, Dexter; Kenneth J.
Owen, 203 South llth Street,
Murray; Blaine A. Harrison,
Rt. 2, Wingo; Mrs. Janet A.
Gallimore, Box 173, Hazel;
Mrs. Betty T. Timmons, Rt. 4,
Mayfield.
Billy J. Chadwick, Rt. 5, Box
2105, Murray; Cynthia L.
Mastera,Box 131, Hazel; Mrs.
Joan C. Milner, 1611
Kirkwood, Murray; Mrs.
Patricia Palmer, Rt. 1, Box
268B, Benton; Mrs. Geraldine
Brewer, Box 347, Calvert City.
Mrs. Latricia B. Cavitt, Rt.
4, Box 305, Benton; Sherry
Fowler, 412 Hester Hall, Murray; Rebekah Brock, 1518 Oxford, Murray; Michael S.
Spillman, 914 North 15th
Street, Mayfield; Dinah E.
Hook,1704 Parklane, Murray.
Kenneth W. Vaughn, 199B
Riviera, Murray; Mrs. Ellon
0. Brittain, Fern Terrace,
Murray; Thomas F. Hughes,
Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Annie F.
Warren, 1009 Payne Streeet,
Murray.
Chester L. Kendall, 102
Garden, Murray; Mrs. Nettie
M. Clark,03 Southside Manor,
Murray; Edward A. Kubin,
Rt. 5, Box 2385, Murray; Mrs.
Wella H. Dumas (expired),
Rt. 2,Puryear,Term.

sity, on Saturday, Dec.6.
Linda Shepherd of the Kentuck iana Girl Scout Council in
Paducah told the leaders of
the uniform exchange day on
Oct. 18 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at the Paducah Mall. For further information a leader may
call 1-444-7931.
Mrs. Shepherd also reminded the group that the orders
for the Girl Scout calendars
must be in by Sept. 30 and a
minimum of 50 calendars
must be ordered.
At the Core meeting on Nov.
11 a mini lesson will be taught
on the "Kissing Ball." The
cost of this craft will be $3 and
any interested leader must
send the money to the
Paducah office by Oct. 27.
The October Girl Scout Core
meeting will be held on TuesFrances Drake
day, Oct. 14, at 10 a.m, at the
FOR SUNDAY,SEPTEMBER 21, 1980
Girl Scout cabin on Sharpe
things out. Don't let Street, Murray.
What kind of May will tomor- and talk
the best of you.
row be? To find out what the emotions get
stars say, read the forecast VIRGO
( Aug.23 yo Sept. 22) WP
given for your birth Sign.
Arguments now will take
their toll on your health. AtARIES
tending to work brings finan(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) gr
cial gain. Keep little problems
Others may be difficult to in perspective.
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)deal with. Be reasonable, and LIBRA
Southern Baptist book stores
lL
don't get flustered. A close al- (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) have been directed to quit
ly is supportive.
It's a a topsy-turvy time re
stocking comic books that
TAURUS
romance. Children may be erwere said to be loaded with erApr. 20 to May 20
ratic in behavior. Keep control
Too many plans mean little of your emotions. Be rational roneous anti-Catholic
materials.
will be accomplished. Use in argument.
Southern Baptist officials
common sense to evaluate op- SCORPIO
said the "Alberto" comic
tions. Do-it-yourself projects (Oct. 23 to Nov.21) ntAis
favored.
books published by Chick
A family member may be
GEMINI
Publications of Chino, Calif.,
upset. Find a quiet nook where
May 21 to June 20)
non-factual,
you can relax. Privacy helps
contained
You'll enjoy the company of you come to grips with today's
derogatory allegations and
a young person. Try to happenings.
were ordered removed from
simplify your schedule. You SAGITTARIUS
three denominational storesmay be spreading yourself ( Nov.22 to Dec.21) 's
in Oklahoma City, Albuquerthin.
Don't let things build up. A
que, N. M., and Memphis,
you
helps
CANCER
friend
a
talk with
Tenn. - which had stocked
0 sort out your thoughts. Use
8
(June 21 to July 221 '
of
Financial dealings with care in p.m. travel. Don't them at the request
customers.
others are complicated. Stick jump to conclusions.
•.....• •• • •
.
..•.•
to facts. Don't let expenses get CAPRICORN
out of hand. Forget trimm- (Dec.72 to Jan. 19)
ings.
Keep track of priorities.
LEO
Though financial prospects
(July 23 to Aug.22) dttg look bright, you still have to be
Relationships with others careful about expenditures.
are difficult. Keep your cool, AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
Keep personality out of dealings with others. Be low-key.
A talk with an adviser is productive. Watch temperamental p.m. behavior.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) XiU
Don't wrestle with problems
that you can't solve. Seek
ways of relaxing. Use spare
time to recharge your batteries.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
flair for self-expression which
serves you well in both
business and the arts. You're
naturally drawn to the field of
education and will have success in both teaching and
research. You have talent for
writing, music, art and
theater, but must develop
greater self-Confidence. In
business, you may be drawn to
publishing, banking, promoting and editorial work.
Social contacts will be helpful
to you in your rise to success.
Watch a tendency towards
depression. Birthdate of:
Chico Hamilton, jam musician; H.G. Wells, writer,
4

The September Core
meeting of the MurrayCalloway County Girl Scout
Leaders was held Tuesday,
Sept. 9, at the Girl Scout
Cabin.
Appointed to committees
were: Shirley Nix, Lil Cooper,
and Nona Tabers, activity;
Judy Jones and Judy Krizan,
telephone; Sherry Hudson and
Tommie Hobbs, grounds
around the Girl Scout cabin.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Start Planning Now
For NOW Accounts

They're Coming To Murray On
January 1st!

Security Federal offers
5.25% On Interest Bearing Checking Accounts

Stores Directed
To Stop Sale Of
Some Comic Books

Rt.6, Box 303, Murray.
Hagood, baby girl (Rhanda ), 1210 Peggy Ann., Murray.
Stephens, baby boy (Donna), Rt. 1, Box 44, Springville,
Tenn,
DISMISSALS
Mary Nell Coklow, 502 Vine
Street, Murray; Mrs.
Marguerite H. Crane, Rt. 1,
Box 293C, Springville, Term.;
Mrs. Rachel Diane Ross and
baby girl, Rt. 5, Benton; Mrs.
Debbie J. Jamesion and baby
boy, Rt. 1, Hardin.
Mrs. Jane A. Buchanan, CR
Box 298, New Concord; Mrs.
Alpha Edmonson, Rt. 8, Box
1125, Murray; Dewey R. Lam-

Adults 147
Nursery 8
9-14-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Culp, baby girl (Joan), Rt.
8, Box 562, Benton.
Perry, baby girl (Angela),
Rt. 1, Farmington.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Dortha N. Duncan, Rt.
1, Dexter; Mrs. Carla A. Allen
and baby girl, Rt. 3, Box 33A,
Murray; Mrs. Lois V. Crutchfield and baby girl, 203
Maple Street, Murray; Mrs.
Clara B. Stubblefield, Rt. 1,
Almo.
J. Dan Allen, 515 Blankenbaker Lane, Louisville; Leslie
A. Banks, Box 366, Murray;
Cecil Baker, 1604 Catalina,
Murray; Billy Russell Riley,
Rt.6, Box 334, Murray.
James G. Pluck, Box 8148,
Woods Hall, Murray; Greg E.
Adams, Box 2698 University
Station, Murray; John B.
Geurin, Rt. 6, box 115A, Murray; Mrs. Juanita L. Morris,
Rt. 3, Box 241, Murray.
Stacey A. Stalls, 108 South
13th Street, Murray; Mrs.
Doyle 0. Oakley, Rt. 3, Cadiz;
Mrs. Lucy D. Cook, Rt. 3, Box
1108, Murray; Mrs. Euna M.
York, Rt. 1, Murray.

plums, Jr., 1306 Olive Street,
Murray; Freeman J.
Willoughby, Rt. 4, Box 824,
Murray.
Mrs. Lisa A. Courtney, Box
131, Sedalia; Mrs. Teresa A.
Dillon, CR Box 47,New Concord; Jenny Lou Barrett, Rt.
3, Benton; Lawrence Overby,
Rt. 2, Murray; Leslie R. Mattingly, Fern Terrace, Murray.
Mrs. Mayme B. Thompson,
305 Woocllawn, Murray; Lynn
Dale Burkeen, Rt. 3, Box 366,
Murray; Mrs. Floyd :Dell
Elkins, Rt. 1, Kirksey; Mrs.
Mary Vidie Shackelford, Box
6, New Concord; Isaac D.
Brandon, Rt. 1, Box 294, Almo.

THE ACEStA
"That you may be loved,
be lovable." -- Ovid

CORN, JR:

bait by trying to ruff out the
heart queen in the West
hand Naturally, this didn't
NORTH

5-211-A

East was more than lov•K 109
able in her defense of
•K J 1097
today's aggressive grand
•7
slam. East was Sylvia
•AJ104
Hazen, wife of Lee Hazen, a WEST
EAST
top player and attorney for •J 8 5
•Q 7 3 2
•
8
6
2
WAQS43
the American Contract
•3
Bridge League. Hazen's •6 4 2
•9 7 6 3
•
K82
opening lead gave declarer
SOUTH
his chance for 13 tricks.
•A 6 4
However. Sylvia's deceptive
gambit led declarer astray.
•AKQJ10915
South's hand was an awk•Q 5
so
comhe
ward one to bid,
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
promised by opening one
South. The bidding:
jumping
diamond and then
East
levels at every future turn. South West North
Pass
1,
Pass
•
His final gamble was seven 2I•
Pass
3,
Pass
douSylvia
and
diamonds
Pass
4•
Pass
4•
leadDbl.
into
West
Pass
bled to guide
Pass
7•
Pass
Pass
bid
by
Pass
suit
first
Rdbl.
ing the
dummy.
Opening lead: Heart deuce
A club lead would have
been much better for the work and instead of losing
defenders, however, on the 2610 points, the Hazens
bidding it was difficult for gained 400. Good reason for
East to know which suit to a few more decades of mar- )
suggest.
ital bliss.
West obediently led the
heart deuce and now the
Bid with Corn
defense was in great peril.
Had East covered dummy's South holds: 9-20-B
•Q 7 3 2
heart with the queen,
•A Q 5 4 3
declarer would have ruffed
•3
and drawn trumps. Later, a
41. K 8 2
ruffing finesse against
North South
East's heart ace would
IV
establish dummy's hearts
ANSWER: Three hearts
and all of declarer's losers
Light on high cards, but good
would disappear.
in distribution and trump
So what lovable thing did
length (14 support points for
Sylvia do? She played a
hearts.)
casual heart ace at trick
one Declarer ruffed with
Send bodge questions to The Aces.
the trump eight, promoting
P0 Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225,
dummy's trump seven to an
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
entry and then went for the for reply

9-15-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Recker, baby girl (Donna),
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Steven E. Farmer, D.M.D.
Sid W. Brantley, D.M.D.
Announce that they have assumed the practice of

Samuel V. Duvall, D.M.D.
that all records will continue to be available in this
office.

and

(wFICE
to900 11.111.
Wediwwlay
Thiiryday 9:00 a.m. 10 9161p.m.
Friday 9410 a.m. tw 9:00 p.m.
915% Cold...t, Road
Morra,. Ketiliwky
1rir1,liolik75.7-9-179
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DENEAN S NOW HAS
BREAKFAST BUFFET
FEATURING
ORANGE JUICE - TOMATO JUICE
APPtE JUICE- GRAPE JUICE
NOT CAKES- GRAMM
ORANGES- APPLES
MELONS- CEREAL
EGGS- BACON
SAUSAGE - NASN BROWS
RISCUITS & GRAVY - TOAST
OATMEAL

Adults $2.75
Child Under 5
$1.50
Sat. & Sun. Only
for 4 Weeks

Located in the Holiday Inn
641 South
rray, Kentucky 4207

•••••
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Murray Business News Briefs
Buick Transmissions
Improved For 1981

Mercury Lynx

Transmissions on 1981
Buicks are Unproved for 1981,
and a new automatic
transmission with overdrive is
offered on full-size models.
The torque converter clutch,
introduced on some cars in
1980, is extended to all rear
wheel drive models, providing
improved highway fuel
economy over vehicles
without the converter. The
damper on the clutch has been
modified to improve
driveability.
The converter clutch is
designated to eliminate slippage in the torque converter
during cruising, or direct
drive range (third gear). It is
station wagon will be engaged in both third and
the
aVailable Tn Standard:GT.:GS'"averdrive' • ranges
and sporty RS versions. In ad- automatic transmission. A
dition, it can be ordered with certain amount of slippage is
the Villager Woodgrain Op- needed, however, during idel
tion. The three-door hat- and for torque multiplication
chback will offer a fifth top-of- during acceleration.
The clutch is a friction plate
the-line LS series exclusive to
built into the converter, and is
Lincoln-Mercury.
The standard Lynx is a well- engaged automatically during
equipped car featuring bright cruising in third gear by
wheellip,
window-frame, hydraulic pressure. The elecbeltline and drip moldings; tronic control module (ECM)
high-back front bucket seats; determines when the car is aca forward-folding rear bench celerating and disengages the
seat; built-in, instrument- clutch. The clutch is disengagpanel coin trays; column- ed by the ECM in a similar
mounted stalk controls; a manner when the car is
cigar lighter; front-door coasting.
The new automatic
courtesy-light switches; a
day/night rearview mirror; a transmission with overdrive is
cargo-area cover/package standard on Electra, and fulltray (three-door hatchback); size Estate Wagons, and opmanual front disc brakes; tional on LeSabre sedans and
manual rack-and-pinion steer- coupes, but is not offered with
ing; four-wheel fully indepen- diesel engines.
The transmission has an indent suspension; an inside
hood release; an AM radio, tegral fourth gear planetary
and P155/80R13 steel-belted, gearset and a converter clutch
radial-ply blackwall tires that which is engaged in third and
feature
European-type fourth gears. Engine speed is
reduced by about one-third
wraparound tread patterns.
The GL and GS series will. when the transmission shifts
automatically into overdrive
contain progressively higher
gear at about 45 miles per
trim levels and more standard
hour. The fourth gear ratio is
equipment. The GS series, for
example, will include front- .67 to one.
The efficiency of the new
and-rear
black-rubber
transmission, and the reduced
bumper guards and rub
vacuum available from
strips; dual colored-keyed
smaller engines at cruising
mirrors;
remote-control
speed make it necessary to inreclining low-back bucket
stall an auxiliary vacuum
seats; cloth-and-vinyl seat
pump to provide adequate
trim; a console with graphic

Front-Wheel-Drive Mercury
Offers Variety Of Options
In addition to being one of
the most fuel-efficient cars —
domestic or imported —
available in the U.S. market,
the 1981 front-wheel-drive
Mercury Lynx will offer the
comfort, room and wide array
of optional equipment buyers
have come to expect from
Lincoln-Mercury,T. L. Moore,
sales manager, Hatcher Auto
Sales, Inc., 515 S. 12th, Murray,Kentucky said today.
We are confident that the
Lynx three-door hatchback,
equipped with a 1.6-liter
engine and four-speed manual
transmission, will be EPArated at an estimated 30 mpg
and 44 highway, making it one
of the most fuel-efficient cars
available to American
buyers," Mr. Moore said.
"In addition, Lynx will be
offered in a wide variety of
trim and equipment levels,
from a well-equipped base car
to a luxurious, top-of-the-line
LS model, which will be exclusive to Lincoln-Mercury
and the most completely
equipped small car we have
ever introduced:"
The Lynx — the first of a
new generation of space - and
fuel-efficient cars from
Lincoln-Mercury — will be
powered by a new and highly
efficient 1.6-liter, fourcylinder, hemi-head engine
available with a standard
manual four-speed overdrive
transaxle (MTX) or a revolutionary new split-torque three-

speed automatic transaide
(ATX) that provide's fuel
economy approaching that of
the manual.
Because of its front-wheeldrive powertrain — and a
dedicated effort to maximize
interior space — the Lynx also
will be an exceptionally roomy
car.
"Although the Lynx threedoor hatchback will be only
164 inches from nose to tail, it
will provide outstanding head,
shoulder and leg room — both
front and rear — and an amazing 31 cubic feet of cargo
space with the rear seat folded
flat," Mr. Moore said.
"The four-door liftgate station wagon will offer 61 cubic
feet of cargo capacity with the
rear seat down,even though it
is just an inch longer than the
three-door. That's more than a
Rabbit and Chevette — combined," he said.
In addition to the
nimbleness expected of a
small car, Lynx will provide
the quite, comfortable ride
usually associated with much
larger cars, "Because of its four-wheel
fully independent suspension,
the Lynx will be able to 'step
over' rough pavement and
potholes with much less pitch
and body sway than small
cars with solid_rear..Axles,"
Mr. Moore said.
There will be two models
and five series in the Lynx
lineup. The four-door liftgate

A fund raiser was held by That's It Levis and Vernon's
Western Store for the Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens, a non profit organization. Pictured from left are
Cowley Vernon of Vernons, Tripp Thurman, director of
the Senior Citizens, and Dwight Grace, of Thats It Levis.
Through their generosity towards the Senior Citizen
Program,$179.00 was raised.

New house?
Save 15%
on Allstate
Hpmebwners
Insurance.
If your house is less than two years old, you
may qualify for Allstate's"15% New House
Discount*
Homes two through five years old also may
qualify for a discount ranging from 5 to 10
percent, depending on their age.
Give me a call and get in on the savings.
• A pplie.4 in base tu,

ner
,
nroln

All

You're in good

hands.

)111.1,,11 /0,111.11,,

Th.

Murray insurance Agency
11.1-111r Center

753-4751

warning display; a digital
clock; full instrumentation;
windshield
intermittend
wipers; cargo-area, ashtray,
engine-compartment and
glove-box lights, and larger
steel-belted,
P165/80R13
radial-ply blackwall tires.
Primary features of the RS
series are a heavy-duty handling suspension, a console with
graphic warning display,
black-out grille and exterior
trim, and unique RS paint
stripes.
The IS series includes
everything in the GS series
plus special tu-tone paint,
velour seat trim, an electric
rear-window defroster and an
AM/FM stereo radio.
Optional
equipment
available on all models will include power steering, power
front-disc brakes, air conditioning, dual remote-control
mirrors, AM/FM stereo with
cassette tape, a premium
sound system with extra
speakers and special power
amplifier, speed control, a
luggage rack, and a rearwindow wiper/washer.
"On top of its many state-ofthe-art technical features and
long list of optional equipment, Lynx is the most
thoughtfully designed small
car in Lincoln-Mercury
history," Mr. Moore said.
"And it will be our most
carefully built."
Designed with easy or
assembly in mind, Mr. Moore
said, "Lynx will have excellent fits and finishes and —
due to the most sophisticated
testing equipment available —
outstanding quality.
"In addition, because
minimal service also was a
primary design goal," he said,
"it will require less than $160'
worth
of
scheduled
maintenance over 50,000 miles
of driving.
"In total, Lynx represents
the best combination of comfort, economy and value that
Lincoln-Mercury dealers have
ever offered U.S. buyers."
*Based on anticipated 1981 requirements (subject to EPA
approval), current suggested
retail parts prices, the company's standard time
allowances and a projected
1981-model-year
average
hourly rate of $26. '

vacuum-assist for power
brakes, cruise control,
heating/cooling systems and
even for emission control
systems.
Another transmission improvement is the inclusion of
low spin-loss clutch plates in
most Buick transmissions.
The plates are grooved to
allow transmission oil to flow
between the plates.

Counseling Services,
Loans Help Small
Businesses Begin

KING - LANDOLT
INSURANCE CENTER
OF MURRAY
SIMAIRIEEMMMENE
MOSENT

Imam e

15:(

MERGER — The David King Insurance Service, Inc. and the Gene Landolt Insurance
Agency have merged to form the King-Landolt Insurance Agency, Inc. Pictured with
the agency's new sign are (from left) R.C. Riley Jr.; Charles Jackson, vice president and
treasurer; Adele Kupchella, vice president and secretary; Tom Pace; Gene Landolt,
vice president; David King, prvident; and Pat Hurley.

King, Landolt

The Small Business Administration's business loans
and counseling services have
helped thousands of small
firms originate, expand, and
prosper. Prospective new
business owners, as well as
The David King Insurance cies in order to give better and
persons already in business, Service, Inc., and the Gene more efficient service to its
will have the opportunity to
Landoll Insurance Agency clients. The agency will confind out about assistance
have merged to form the King- tinue to offer coverage from
available from SBA on the
Landon Insurance Agency, all the companies of both
first Thursday of each month
agencies. The companies inInc.
in Paducah.
The new agency, locally clude Royal Insurance, ExA representative from the
owned and operated, is an af- celsior, Insurance Company of
Service Corps of Retired Ex- filiate of Peel and Holland, North America, Aetna Life
Casualty, Transecutives (SCORE) will be at Inc., Benton, which has served and
American, Celina, Commerthis agency's part-time office
west Kentucky since 1924.
at City Hall, Commissioner's
An Independent agency, cial Union and Great
Chambers (second floor), King-Landolt combined agen- American.
Paducah, Thursday, October
2, 1980 from 9:00 am. till 12:00
noon.
Services provided by SBA in
addition to business loans include management counseling
and training programs to
Americans purchased a record published by the Council.
upgrade management skills.
Persons interested in $.489 billion in new life ins;irance
Other ke,y statistics from the 35th
establishing a new business, protection last year, an 18 percent annual Fact Book:
as well as owners of existing increase over 1978, reports the • Amencans received a record
businesses, are (welcome to American Council of Life In- S32billion in benefits froxisfife Ansurance companies last year, up
consult with the SBA surance.
Two-thirds of this total was ordi- 13.2 percent over 1978. Recipients
representative regarding
nary
life
insurance
—
the
type
included policyholders-and annuifinancial assistance or other
management
problems .bought on art-bidiivaloaf INISIS by tants as—%s7e'irasTseneticianes
personal or family decision, usually • The average amount of life inrelating to the operation of a through
a life insurance agent.
surance held by insured families in
small business.
The total life insurance coverage
Current financial records of of Americans with U.S. legal re- the U.S. increased in 1979 to
the business and personal serve life insurance companies in- $44.800. a 9.8 percent rise over the
before
financial statements will creased last year to $3,222 billion, year
• Pension plans administered
assist the SBA representative another record high.
e insurance cOm_p.nies covered
in advising you.
These and other sfili-s-ti -i—UF-111
23.5 million people last vear. I
Additional information may the life insurance business are de- million more than in 1978.
be obtained by calling (502) tailed in the 1980 edition of the • The assets of American life
444-8500.
Life Insurance Fact Book, recently insurance companies reached $432
billion in 1979. a 11).9 percent in
crease over the year before

Insurance Agencies Merge

Life Insurance Bought
In-creases From 1978

Broker arrangements with
most major national companies also are offered.
President of the company is
David King. Gene Landolt is
vice president; Adele Kupchella, executive vice president and secretary; and
Charles Jackson, vice president and treasurer.
The association with Peel
and Holland enables KingLandolt to be a stronger company which is better able to
service clients.
For insurance needs, call
the staff at King-Landolt,
which has over a total of 100
years of combined experience__ _
in the insurance business.
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King insurance
Service Inc.
901 Sycamore
7S3-11355
VIES Of INSURANCE COMPAN
OF AMERICA
11.1r“ "FEW MICH

WE'LL COVER
YOUR BUSINESS
ON ALL FLANKS.

OVER $1 MILLION SALES VOLUME — Last month, Dr. and Mrs. Dan Miller (center)
received the key to their newly purchased home at 118 North 14th Street from Bill
Raybum,associate broker at Kopperud Realty. Miller is a Calloway County native, and
has recently opened his office for the practice of internal medicine in the Medical Arts
Building, South 8th Street. The property was purchased from Mrs. Katherine Kyle
Glover (left), Kopperud Realty, 711 Main Street, represented both the seller and the
buyers in the transaction. Standing at the right are Bill Kopperud, broker, and Geri Andersen, sales associate. The transaction marked the $1 Million sale for Kopperud
Realty during 1980.

Melva Holt Coordinator TECKAP).
For Health System Corp.
Corp. in on-site installation of
integrated financial aCcounting systems tailored to the individual hospital's operation.
Her previous professional
experience included budget
analysis for the office of financial affairs. University of
Louisville. She also served as
business manager for the Dental Private Practice Plan,
University of Louisville School
of Dentistry.
Holt, whose entire professional background is in financial affairs, is a certified professional secretary (CPS); a
Kentucky Colonel; and was
named an Outstanding Young
Woman in America in 1976.
Holy Cross Health System is
Melva R. Holt
a private not-for-profit
Company where she served as multihospital system of fight
an installation engineer in the primary health care corporadata systems firm's regional tions in stir states from
Maryland to California. It is
Office At San Mateo,Ca.
A 1973 cum laude business operated under the auspices of
graduate of Murray State the Congregation of the Sisters
University,she brings skills to of the Holy Cross, Saint
Holy Cross Health System Mary's, Notre Dame.

FEDERAL
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY

IrPMPIER apromnor

Ross Insurance
210 East Main Street
Agents: Ronnie Ross,
Danny Ross, James Ross
Telephone 753-0489 or 753-0493

V,;.>® Aka_

AIE

We at the

Bank of Murray

Melva R. Holt has assumed
the position of coordinatordata systems for Holy Cross
Health System Corp. Holt
comes to the South Bend,Ind.,
corporate office irom HBO &

offer our

i•

Congratulations
to
Melva R. Holt
Kopperud Realty
. Kinglandolt
Insurance Agency.1**Y
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Thoughts
In Season

A MIX SERVICE AHNouNCEMENT FROM

Opinion Page

OTING

By Kea Well
These words of the late Soviet
Premier Nikita Khrushebev, taken
from a 1963 interview with the
American Norman Cousins, may have
been self-serving when they were uttered. They may seem trite or even irrelevant today. Yet they still make a
point — and the question they pose remains important:
If we don't have peace and the
nuclear bombs start to fall, what
difference will it make whether
we are Communists or Catholics
or capitalists or Chinese or Russians or Americans? Who will be
left to tell us apart?

EDITORIALS

Now,Everyone
Is Happy
down in front of one person,
who is overjoyed at the windfall. The process is repeated,
ending with a different person.
After a hundred rounds,
everyone is hundred cents
poorer, fifty cents richer, and
happy."

"Special interest politics is a
simple game. A hundred people
sit in a circle, each with his
pocket full of pennies. A politician walks around the outside
of the circle, taking a penny
from each person. No one
minds; who cares about a penny? When he has gotten all the
way around the circle, the
politician throws fifty cents

And They Call
It Paradise
Paul Craig Roberts, in
writing about the Soviet
economy in the Wall Street
Journal recently, tells how the
Russians joke about their living
standards. He said, "Their
favorite was the 'Adam and
Eve'joke.
The scene is the classroom,
and the teacher goes down the

Funny World
vMedical researchers report chicken
soup is really good for you. But they admit their findings rimy make a few
chicken:14M.
"41.-, • A young hostess had sent a dfriner invitation to the newly-settled physician.
In reply she received a totadly'legible
letter.
"I simply must know whether he has
accepted or refused," she told her husband.
"Why don't you take it to a druggist?" he suggested. "They can always
read a doctor's handwriting no matter
how badly it is written."
The druggist studied the slip of paper,
went to the back room and returned in a
few minutes with a bottle. "There you
Are—Madan:C. lie said, "Take as
directed." '
WRITE ALETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky.42071.

AFFIIT
Iwo

Did you ever wonder where the appellation "white lightning" as a name
for moonshine whiskey came from?
The area now known as Land Between
The Lakes was once the site of
numerous stills which turned out some
of the better batches of whiskey during
the Prohibition period and for many
years thereafter. As one former
'shiner' once commented, "It's sight
easier to haul out the corn in bottles
than in ears — and a whole lot more

Small, Medium
Size Business
But associations of small and
medium size businesses seem particularly zealous in watching whatever
happens on the floors of the House or
Senate, and they are urging members
to vote on the basis of one issue.
There is a reason for it, they say.
They insist that small and medium
business are destined to be squashed if
they cannot elbow away the hulks of big
government, big unions and big
business.
For years, their spokesmen say, Congress didn't even distinguish between
big and small, and that as a result
many rules and regulations aimed at
bigness were applied with often fatal
results to them.
Federal contracts were written with
big business in mind; they say. They
claim regulations that cost big firms
relatively little, be-Cause of volume,
almost suffocated them. Paperwork,
they say, buried them.
They gathered volumes of statistics
to support their cause, and encouraged
others to help. A study at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
demonstrated that small businesses,
not the Fortune 500, were the big job
creators. A House subcommittee showed a steady concentration of manufacturing assets among the top 200
manufacturers.
Early this year a White House cobference on small business was convened, and scores of proprietors. entrepreneurs and Managers paid their
way to it. While critics now say little
was accomplished, it did help to get the
various small business associations to
work together.

...Go ye into all the world, and
preach the Gospel to every
creature. Mark 16:15.

Jesus' Great Commission is a
challenge to all of us to live the
Gospel every day.
•
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10 Years Ago
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Calloway County Sheriff Clyde Steele
and his deputies, Calton Morgan and
Maurice Wilson, with the assistance of
Kentucky State Troopers Guy Turner
and Iris Crawford, raided a home in the
county and confiscated 457 cans and
1
2 pints of
bottles of beer and seven /
whiskey. One arrest was made.
Deaths reported include Dr. Ora
Kress Mason,81.

Mrs. Curtis Hays, a director of the
local chapter of the American Red
Cross, conducted an orientation session
for new uniformed Red Cross
volunteers at the chapter office here.
The Calloway County Council on
Drug Education met recently to discuss
ways to make available educational
materials on the subject of "Drug MisUse."

Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Malcolm Lane,Sept. 16, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Evitts, Sept. 16,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Foutch,Sept. 18.

tt!')

The Murray State University
Throughbreds beat Parsons of Fairfield, Iowa, in a football game yesterday.

F.

20 Years Ago

White Lightning

Business Mirror

NEW YORK (AP) — The senator
with the poorest voting record,from the
viewpoint of an association that claims
to speak for small and medium size
business, is Sen. Gaylord Nelson, DWis.
What makes this interesting, if not
surprising, is that Nelson is chairman
of the Senate Select Committee on
Small Business, which some small
business people had assumed was in
their corner.
The National Federation of Independent Business, based in San Mateo,
Calif., said Nelson recorded a score of
just 22 percent, compared with 89 percent scored by five other senators, all
Republicans.
In all, it said, 195 representatives and
30 senators, nearly half the 96th Congress, received grades of 70 percent,
which qualified them for federation endorsement and the "Guardian of Small
Business Award.'
In the words of James "Mike"
McKevitt, NFD3 legislative director,
the award is a badge of honor for those
who "have the courage to stand up and
vote against the pressures of big labor
and big business."
At times it isn't easy to vote for small
business concerns, McKevitt says,
"and we know it." But it's important to
vote, he argues, because "it's smell
business which makes this country go."
The federation isn't alone among
business. scorekeepers. The National
Small Business Association, the
Business Roundtable, the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, and the National Association of Manufacturers
also keep scorecards. So do specialized
association', in housing,for example.
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Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

So today, by request, I am repeating
my first column,of August 7, 1976:

•

ce

list of famous people, asking
their nationality. All are Russians. Finally, the teacher
comes to Adam and Eve.'Now
class, what was the nationality
of Adam and Eve?' They were
Russian,' roars the class. 'And
how do we know they were Russian?' asks the teacher.
"Because they had no clothes to
wear, no roof over their heads,
only an apple to eat between
them, and they called it
paradise!"

From time to time someone will ask
me to repeat an earlier column that
they had missed and wanted to read. I
have never done this before, but last
night, while looking through some of
my clippings, I realized that it has been
four years since I began this endeavor.
Now, my math is not very good, but
four times 52 climb somewhere in the
neighborhood of 208, which is a lot of
history and genealogy, without
repeating oneself.

Bible Thought

...ttvyb 980/

—David Friedman in
The Machinery of Freedom
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profitable."
As much as 5000 gallons of whiskey a
day were reported to have left the area
around Golden Pond during the peak of
the moonshine era in the postwar
period around 1955, although it has been
said that even more than that was pi oduced during Prohibition. OcCasionally, even today, stills are found in the
area, although there supposedly hasn't
been onelifdperation for a few years.
The term "white lightning," so the
story goes, originated on Hardin Creek
in eastern Kentucky, around 1900, by a
moonshiner named Gar White. It was
said that a chemist in one of the legal
distilleries ran an analysis on a sample
of Gar's brew and came up with the
following: it was almost three days old,
160 proof, and contained corn, weevils,
wild yeast, sassafras, poke berries,
coal oil, prune juice, wagon grease,
slake lime, cow chips, and three
mustache hairs. The chemist dropped
his analysis, so he said, when the brew
ate the bottom out of the test tube. It
was claimed that this whiskey could be
(and had been) used for dipping sheep,
burning off tobacco beds, removing
warts, and spraying privies, not to mention drinking.
It became known as white lightning
the day that a revenue agent crept up
on Gar running off a batch, arrested
him and proctZI to try out the brew.
own under a nearby
The revenuer
tree; at the first sip of the concoction,
supposedly a bolt of lightning hit the
tree, knocking out the man and burning
off his pants, socks and shoes. After he
came back to his senses, he went back
to town to round up a posse and came
back to arrest Gar, who had disappeared by that time. The agent is
reported to have said that anyone making whiskey that strong needed to be
hung, not jailed.
Gar White had disappeared for good,
but the name "White Lightning" still clings to that whiskey made in the copper
stills.
rABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has'
not been discussed on this paiterai
reader feels that theliaue merits ,
the attention gt the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.

Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, professor of
history on leave from Murray State College, is preparing a biography of Gen.
George C. Marshall for publication, according to the Gen. Marshall Research
Foundation.
The Murray Civic Music Association
will hold its second annual membership
drive the week of Oct. 3, according to
the Rev. William Thomas, president.

Wilford Heflin, Jr., of Clarksville,
Ark., is the speaker at the gospel
meeting now in progress at the Hazel
Church of Christ.
Eulala St. John, Robbie Trevathan,
Rosetta Burkeen, Evelyn Randolph,
Anna Huie, Iva Carson, Mildred Cannady, and Katherine Lax were elected
as officers of the Murray Unit of the National Hairdressers and Cosmetologists

at the meeting held at the Kentucky *
Colonel.
Mrs. A. W. Russell presented the program on "Dangers To Our Internal '
Security" at the meeting of the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters "L ,
of the American Revolution held at the
•
home of Mrs.Edward West.
Corvette Lanes has an ad listing three
games to be bowled for $1 this week.
4
.
3

Sixteen men left this morning for preinduction examinations by the Armed
Forces, according to Mrs. Edd Adams,
acting secretary of Local Board No. 10
of the Selective Service. Leaving for induction at the same time was Charles
Hugh Chaney, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Euris Chaney.
W. D. Aeschbacher, co-chairman of
the Crusade For Freedom Drive in
Calloway County,announced today that

an extensive campaign will begin in the
county today.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny Nelson, a boy to Mr. •
and Mrs. Robert Mohan, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Clark, all on Sept.
"
13.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre Is
"Father Was A Fullback" starring
Fred MacMurray and Maureen
O'Hara.

the new Murray Woman's Club House
building on Vine Street.
Dr. E. D. Fisher and his wife, Dr.
Katherine Fisher, have resumed their
practice at the William Mason
Memorial Hospital, Murray, after taking a special post graduate course at
the Harvard University Post Graduate
School of Medicine,Boston, Mass.
The policy of the Murray Lions Club
Sight Conservation Program here is
outlined in a special article by E. L.
Garrett, M. D., and T. C. Arnett of the
Murray Club.
Almo High School placed 15th in state
competition at the State Fair recently
in cattle judging. Members of the team
were W.0. Conner, Harold Young, and
Will Rob Walston. Other local teams
entered were Kirksey, 23rd, Murray

Training, 29th, Faxon, 33rd, Lynn
Grove and Hazel, 57th, and New Concord, 59th, competition with over 100
teams.
Miss Erin Montgomery of the New
Concord Homemakers Club has been
elected secretary-treasurer of the State
Guild of Master Farm Homemakers at
the meeting held at Henderson.
Lillian Watters has opened her piano
studios at 203 North 16th Street, Murray,and at Murray High School.
A pie supper will be held Sept. 21 at
the Pleasant Valley School.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Pride and Prejudice" starring Greer Off
Garson, Laurence Olivier, Mary
Boland, Edna May Oliver, Maureen
O'Sullivan,Ann Rutherford,and Freida
Inescort.

30 Years Ago
A flaming meteor made its spectacular way across the heavens last
night and went almost the length of
Kentucky shaking windows in homes
from Hopkinsville to Murray.It arrived
over Murray at 2:13 this morning and
brilliantly lit up the sky for as long as 30
seconds. William Barnett found a piece
of the meteor that measured 7 inches in
diameter near his father's home near
Pottertown.

40 Years Ago
Beginning with the 1941 summer session Murray State College may once
again offer an opportunity to persons to
earn a Master's degree here, according
to action taken by the vote of the Council on Higher Education at the meeting
at Frankfort.
Deaths reported this week include
Charlie Brandon, 17.
A special feature story, written by
Edward Freeman, is published this
week on Mrs. Connie Fontaine, widow
of the Harris Grove Community, who
lives with her mother, Mrs. Paralee
Dowdy. Mrs. Fontaine used her hobby
of raising canaries as a commercial
venture.
The Woodmen Circle will sponsor a
public birthday benefit dinner party
with tickets at 35 cents each tonight at

50 Years Ago
Calloway County Farm Agent C. 0.
Dickey and the Murray Tobacco Board
of Trade are urging farmers of the
county who have not cut their tobacco
to let it stand until it gets ripe. The
tobacco not cut will grow out and make
very good quality tobacco since the
rain. Tobacco men say the rains will
add about 1,000,000 pounds to the
Calloway County tobacco crop.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
has appropriated 239,659.80 to build the
Hazel Road and passed a resolution to
issue $20,000 on demand for the building
of the southeast road through Concord
to the Tennessee River bridge at Paris
Landing.
The Calloway County Drought Committee of the Red Cross has for distribution 600 bags of rye seed for those who
will sow at once for grazing purposes.
The maximum quantity to the farms is
71
/
2 bushels, according to M. D. Holton,
Edd Filbeck, and T.0. Turner,committee members.
Deaths reported this week include
Miss Elsie Sale, 24, Mrs. I. L. Barnett,
68, Wildy Graves Harding, 34, David
Marion Hendricks,80, W.C. Tabers, 72,
Charlton infant son, and Bidwell infant
son.
Hollis Rogers of Calloway County
was declared the champion dairy calf
club member of Kentucky for 1980 and
has won a free trip. to the National
Dairy show and his pictures will go in
the Junior Hall of Fame at the University of Kentucky.
Joseph Berry, 16 year old son of Dr..
and Mrs. B. F. Berry.Muray, was first
'prize winner at the State Fair with his
black tail Japanese bantam rooster. He
won fourth with his black tail Japanese
bantam hen.
The Murray Milk Plant made its first

butter and milk exhibit at the State Fair
and won honors on various entries.
Marriages announced this week include Stella Shoemaker Gatlin to A. B.
Futrell on Sept. 8.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald W. Churchill on Sept. 13.
New faculty members at Murray
High School are Frances Sexton, Mary
Cutchin, Mildred Beale, Esther Elam,

Mary Lassiter,and Preston Holland.
Two stills of 40 gallon capacity were
seized about daybreak on Sept. 16 when
Calloway County Sheriff C. W.
Drinkard and Deputies Jim Orr and W.
B. Parker made a raid on a farm near
Brandon's Mill. No arrests were made.
The officers brought in both stills, 11
barrels of mash, 11 barrels of beer
ready for making, and about 18 gallons
of whiskey.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Sept. 20, the 264th
day of 1980. There are 102 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Sept. 20, 1519, Portuguese
navigator Ferdinand Magellan set out
from Spain on a voyage to find a
western passage to the Indies. One of
his ships eventually circled the world.
On this date:
In 480 B.C., the Greeks defeated the
Persians in a decisive naval engagement in the Aegean Sea.
In 1881, Chester Arthur took the oath
as America's 21st president following
the death of President James Garfield,
who had been killed by an assassin.
In 1938, a hurricane swept over parts
of New Jersey, New York and New
England,claiming nearly 700 lives.
Ten years ago, an unmanned Soviet
moon probe — Luna 16 — made a soft
landing on the moon and sent back pictures.
Last year, -President Carter rushed
Secret Service agents to the side of Sen.
Edward Kennedy after receiving an
analysis of his potential rival's safety.
Today's birthdays: actress Sophia

Loren is 46 years old.
Thought for today: Death is a very
dull, dreary affair and my advice to you
is to have nothing to do with it —
Somerset Maugham (1874-1965)
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HEALTH
Help with hair care
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
Some people have very scaling problems will find
DEAR DR LAMB — Would
you say something about tak- small, fine cells that are invi- that they II do better to wash
ing care of your hair? I have sible and that's why you never the hair without soap or
shampoo of any sort more
shoulder length hair and a bad see the shedding. Other people
often and rely on tap water.
problem with dandruff. At have irregular shaped cells
One of the reasons that
work I have to wear a hair net that clump together as scales
all the time. I was wondering and that's why you see them. some people have duller looking
hair is because of the
if this is what causes the Some of these people do tend
water that they wash their
dandruff. Also what shampoo to have a higher rate of activihair in. Hard water tends to
should I use so that my hair ty of new cell formation
leavt a chemical film on the
which means they shed more
isn't so dull?
hair shaft itself which may
DEAR READER — Other old cells.
There are a lot of things give it a dull appearance. If
than the way the length of
you happen to be in an area
for
suggested
have
been
hair affects its cleanliness and that
where your water is hard and
the ability to wash out scales dandruff and there are some
have this problem, you might
from your scalp, the length of dandruff shampoos on the
the hair has nothing to do with market that do help in some find that rinsing the hair adequately
with distilled water
dandruff. Neither does the instances. Frequent shampooing of the hair also helps, par- after you've washed your hair
hair net.
will get rid of these deposits
Dandruff is merely the ticularly if there's a tendency
and give your hair a better
shedding of the surface cells for the hair to be oily.
Some shampoos and soaps sheen.
of your scalp, the same as the
surface cells of the skin over are irritating to some people's
I'm sending you The Health
This includes many
scalp.
your arms and elsewhere
Letter number 12-6, Hair
shed. It is not a disease. It is shampoos that are advertised Care. Other readers who want
not caused by bacteria or as being mild. For this reason
this issue can send 75 cents
some people with excessive
germs.
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551; Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
A
DEAR''DR: • LAMB
friend of mine said that you
Frances Drake
wrote a column about persimmons and that you said that
FOR MONDAY,SEPTEMBER 22, 1980
they were bad for one's stomach. Is this true? I have
What kind of day will tomor- decision.
always enjoyed persimmons
row be? To find out what the
and
now I'm wondering
stars say, read the forecast
YOU BORN TODAY are a whether I should keep on eatgiven for your birth Sign.
progressive thinker who needs ing them.
a vocation that reflects your
DEAR READER — Yes,
ARIES
ideals. You have to like your there is a substance in persim4
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) gY8
work in order to achieve your mons that can form a hard
Let go of inner frustrations greatest success. You will feel ball of waxy-like material.
and capitalize on today's op- limited if bored or if your job These are called bezoars.
portunities. You'll have a doesn't measure up to your They may develop in the
chance to progress through capabilities. You are both stomach and cause obstrucpractical and visionary and tions. Most of the material in
work.
must learn to combine these the persimmons that's apt to
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20) tVt-fri qualities. You may be blessed cause this is directly under
the skin so if you choose to
The outlook is better for with exceptional ability along continue
eating persimmons, I
romantic twosomes than the lines of art, architecture, would urge you to wait until
social get-togethers. Creative music, poetry, theater and they're fully ripe and then not
types need self-discipline to science. Teaching,counseling, use any of the pulp that's
public service and large enter- directly under the skin. Peel
succeed.
prises will also bring you them and leave the pulp that
GEMINI
norsticks with the skin alone.
satisfaction.
(May 21 to June 20)
Not a time to mix business
with pleasure. Someone could
be jealous on the job.
Romance could prove inspirational!
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 014::10
Not a time for vistors from
afar who could upset your
domestic routine. Serious
discussions favord. Watch
p.m.extravagance.
By Abigail Van Buren
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22
Business agreements need
furthur thought. Creative
work favored. Watch p.m.
arguments. Seek new items
for the home.
VIRGO
DEAR ABBY: We recently got cable television, and our 12year-old daughter has been watching R-rated movies even
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
Begin new creative pro- though we would prefer that she not do so.
She said there is nothing wrong with it because she knows
jects. A close ally could be extravagant. Evening brings what is going on in the world. We're afraid that she'll soon
think that the behavior portrayed in these movies is the
rapport with close ones.
norm.
LIBRA
Are we square in believing that a 12-year-old really
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
It may be difficult to concen- doesn't need to watch a constant stream of sex and
trate at work. Ward off violence?
What do you think? And what should we tell her? She is a
escapist tendencies. Creative
very level-headed girl.
pursuits favored. Trust intuiIN A BIND IN MINNEAPOLIS
tion.
SCORPIO
)
r. DEAR IN: Responsible parents would not permit
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 nt,e
their children to eat garbage,so why tempt them with
Troublesome undercurrents intellectual garbage by making it so handy and
affect emotional relation- accessible? If you believe you are exposing your
:ships. Excitement through daughter to "a constant stream of sex and violence"
new friends, but watch p.m. with cable TV, you shouldn't have it in your home.
arguments.
Do I think you're "square?" No. However, I do
SAGITTARIUS
think you're unrealistic to have R-rated movies
( Nov.22 to Dec.21
available on TV at home, while telling your 12-yearA career plan should be kept old you prefer she didn't watch them.
under wraps. Friends and
DEAR ABBY: The last three times we have been invited
relatives don't mix favorably. to a wedding, I have called the bride's mother and asked if
Your romantic feelings fluc- her daughter was registered, or if she had some suggestions
tuate between hot and cold.
on what the bride could use.
CAPRICORN
All three times, the mother has hemmed and hawed, and
(Dec.22to Jan. 19) Vi
ended up saying,"They have so many things already," or,
Good news from friends at a "She's been on her own for some time and has everything
distance. You may make a she needs, so why don't you just give them the cash instead?
major career decision. Watch I'm sure they can use it."
Abby, I have never given money for a wedding gift, and I
arguments about sex. Sodon't intend to start now.
meone plays hard to get.
I plan to send a gift, and I don't care if it's the only gift
AQUARIUS
they receive. Am I wrong?
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
DISGUSTED IN WISCONSIN
A friend may prove to be
your best advisor. Be cautious
DEAR DISGUSTED: No. You asked the bride's
in financial moves. Take a
mother for some "suggestions." She offered one. But
hard look at your assets. you are not obligated
to accept it.
Forego romantic disputes.
DEAR ABBY: I am sending you a copy of a guide for selfPISCES
help. I am not the author and I don't know who originated it,
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Don't let present difficulties but I hope you will find it worth sharing with your readers. I
keep you from making long- think it's excellent.
JIM SCHMITT, SACRAMENTO
range plans. Evening may bring important relationship
DEAR JIM: I agree. But it's much too long to be
published in its entirety. I hope the author will come
forth to accept the credit, and forgive me for editing
the piece to suit my purpose.

Several Buildings Rise To Great Heights
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent
RIDGEFIELD, Conn. (AP)
— The police need not come
skulking around here.
I want to state here and now,
categorically, for the record,
that I did not parachute from
the 110th floor south tower of
the World Trade Center a
Saturday or so ago.
It is no longer the world's
tallest building, which in no
way diminishes my disdain for

it. 1 do not care to gaze down
from the Windows of the
World restaurant at the Verrazano Bridge or upon Lady
Liberty holding her lamp
beside the Golden Door.
Even when I reach the circular bar, after that terrifying
elevator ride, I hook my toes
under the brass rail and hold
unto the mahogany.
It is not that I suffer from
vertigo or altostratophobia
(fear of medium high places

brought on by the knowledge,
belittling to a New Yorker,
that the Sears building in
Chicago is taller).
I take my text from the
philosopherFrench
mathematician Blaise Pascal,
who never was caught climbing the Eiffel Tower with a
parachute sequestered in his
rucksack:
"If the greatest philosopher
in the world found himself
upon a plank wider than ac-

tually necessary, but hanging
over a precipice, his Imagination would prevail, though his
reason convinced him of his
safety."
Of course that was back in
the days when the French
were an intellectual people
and had the good sense not to
build the Eiffel Tower or invent the parachute.
Several times in the course
of my career as a writer for
The Associated Press I have

been forced to rise above my
station.
Once I was sent to interview
Dr. David B. Steinman, the
renowned bridge builder and
consultant who had a hand in
designing some — if not most
— of the world's most spectacular suspension bridges.
He took me up on top of the
George Washington Bridge
here to explain vertical
oscillation.
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time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Colts must
be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or.
A p.m. Saturdays to guarantet
9:- . y.
t ..— &I've:
The regular business office
At - hours of IN Manly ledge & 1hm. are 1 a.m. le 5 p.m., Monday
., through Friday and I as to meek
Saturdays.

SCENARIO FOR A WINNER
A winner says, "Let's find out"; a loser says,
"Nobody knows."
A winner makes commitments. A loser makes
promises.
A winner says,"I'm good, but not as good as I ought
to be"; a loser says,"I'm not as bad as a lot of other
people."
A winner credits his "good luck" for winning —
even though it wasn't his good luck; a loser blames
his "bad luck" for losing — even though it wasn't his
.r
bad luck.
A winner listens; a loser just waits until it's his turn
to talk.
A winner respects those who are superior to him
and tries to learn from thAm; a loser resents the
superiority of others and tiffs to find chinks In their
armor.A winner does more than his job; a loser says,"I
only work here."
A winner says, "I fell"; a loser says, "Somebody
mashed me."

Our Regular 9.97

Warm Hooded Sweat Shirts In Sizes For Men And Boys
Polyester , cotton. Solid colors.
Polyester/ cotton shirt with
550
zipper closure. Color choice.
Our 8.97, Jr. Boys',4-7

Misses' Bikinis
Prints, novelties, some
solids. In cotton. 5-7

TV 'Garbage'
A Turn-Off to Parents

egOt

Men's Sizes

Boys Sizes

Grill
Special

Fish Platter
Dinner

WIMedium
Drink

1Fit Sizes 10-131
15x26"
,
TUBE SOCKS

h p.m

r
8

67C
13x15"

Rou.s
w Hang Towel
Our Reg. 97C

6/

87,7

1 17

Kitchen Towel
Our Reg. 1.27

Terry Kitchen

Limit 2

Towel Sale
Colorful towels in
soft cotton terry.
Our 67t Dishcloth, An

1 8 Rolls Tissue
I 500 sheets, 1 -ply
1 white toilet tissue.
1 Copyright 1900 by K rnort0 Corporoiton

444

44

Our 5.77-5.88

6-Pr. Package
Men's Socks
Cotton/nylon crews
or tubes. White or
white with stripes.

Our 9.97

Calculator
Compact calculator
with total memory
and 1 -touch % key.

For Spaghetti
Delicious sauces in
plain, mushroom or
meat flavor. 32 oz.
'Net

Mr.Coffee With Saver

346

10-cup coffee maker.

20 Exp. 296 36 Exp.492
No-stick Fry Pan
"Offer
Twin Print
"
Get a second color print at Porcelain enamel on steel
no extra charge. Save! SilverStone. interior. 10-.
'and compatible process C-41 or C-22
Si,,,, only ASA 400 slightly more

Ragu5 Sauces

Small 8-Digit

Deyelopinv and Printing
Kodacblor II* Focal*
Color Print Films
12 Exp. 796 24 Exp.

!Limit 3

Vent Kit For Dryer
Clamps ducting, 8' hose
Our 4.88, 8' Vent Hose, 2.22

K mart' Sole Price $2587
Less Factory Rebate $700

•DePont approved

leen s and
Women s Sizes

3

n80
.W
.

,
1
ow Rol.; 6

grey star Roller Skates

:
a
Ari svira 4c
THE SAVING PLACE

Automatic pressure con
trot. Delivers up to 160#
Auto Dept.

700 U.S. Highway 641 North Murray, Ky.
Route 7 Sedalia Road Mayfield, Ky.
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Moss, Parrott Lead Running Parade

Mayfield Routs Murray,56-13
came out as it did against Fort
Campbell - ready to do some
more hitting. Foster, who had
24 yards in seven carries in the
first half, began to find a little
room.
But the dam broke when Eddie Requarth could not field a
punt and Mayfield recovered
at the Murray six with 7:15 left
in the third quarter.

By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
Marcus Moss mowed 'em
down and Charles Parrott popped through the Murray Tiger
defense last night as the topranked AA Mayfield express
rolled to a 56-13 victory at Ty
Holland Stadium.
It was another night of futility for Murray, whose record
fell to 1-3, as it was blitzed in
the first quarter by four
Mayfield touchdowns and
trailed 35-0 at halftime.
About the only thing
Mayfield did wrong in the first
half was a fumble by Moss on
the Cardinals' first possession
after he had broken his first
run for 40 yards to the Murray
25-yard line.
But Murray tailback Tim
Foster had the ball popped.
loose two plays later and
Mayfield was back in business
at the 27. A 16-yard run by
Parrott took the ball to the two
from where Moss did the rest
easily at the 9:35 mark.
When another fumble by
Foster gave the ball back to
Mayfield, Parrott scored the
touchdown from the one at
616 after his 19-yard gain had
reached the 16 and a sweep by
Moss had carried the ball to
the one.
After a screen pass to Moss
on the next series netted 44
yards, Parrott went the rest of
the way, breaking tackles and
regaining his balance for a 210 lead with 4:12 left in the
quarter.

Tommy Hite scores
TUCKING IT IN - Mayfield split end
from quarterback Jeff
on a 22-yard touchdown pass
Flood,
Mayfield scored again at the
After Moss turned loose on a
mark of the second
punt return to the Murray four 8:46
before resting its
and a penalty moved the ball quarter
to the two, Moss just walked in starters.
In the second half, Murray
to make it 28-0.

After a penalty forced
Mayfield back to the 22 on
fourth down,quarterback Jeff
Flood found Tommy Hite
breaking free in the end zone
to push the lead to 42-0.
There was some solace for
Murray's Foster, however, as
he finally broke the run from
scrimmage he had been looking for all year after becoming
more accustomed to it last
year.
With 5:56 left in the quarter,
Foster took the ball straight
up the middle, appeared to be
stopped again, but hesitated
and broke away for 65 yards to
finally put the Tigers on the
scoreboard for a 42-7 score.
But Moss came right back to
break a 61-yarder down the
right sideline after a lapse of
only 41 seconds, leaving the
rest of the game to the
substitutes.
Murray did get one final
piece of satisfaction when
third team quarterback David
McCuiston ran outside untouched for a touchdown from
the two on the final play of the
game.

"In the first quarter, ow- offense completely put them
away," Mayfield coach Jack
Morris said about the ease
with which his team scored
early. "Moss is just a super
back. He is probably the best
back in this area.
"John (Bins) is down a little, but he will be back. Foster
is a real good back and that
was a Super run by him."
Hina, obviously disappointed after the game,did not
have any comment.
Moss and Parrott proved to
be just as powerful as expected as Moss gained 157
yards in only 10 carries while
Parrott rambled for 98 yards
in eight carries. Moss also had
a 48-yard reception and 62
yards in two punt returns in
the first half.
Foster had his best game
this year as he ran for 96 yards
in 11 carries.
Murray's Tom Schwettman
caught two passes for 32
yards, including a 24-yarder
on the halfback option from
Stephon Reed.
The Tigers' backfield was
stricken when Greg Schenbacher left the game with torn
ligaments. Schanbacher will
be operated on by Dr. John
Goldberg, a new bone
specialist in Murray, according to Dr. Hal Houston.
Mayfield outgained Murray,
398 to 163, in total yardage.
Murray travels to Heath
next week.

d's 56-13 rout
for 157 yards in 10 carries in Mayfiel
MARCUS MOSS(25), who rushed
g in front of him
blockin
with
(top)
(42)
th
Requar
Eddie
of Murray, runs toward Murray's
end Robin Roberts(84)(botto m).
but is leveled by Tiger defensive
Staff Photos By David Hasitts

Expos and Phils Both Lose

Bucs Gain Full Game Friday
inning, during which loser
issue and make a winner of triple.
Alexander, 13-9,
Doyle
Padres 7, Braves 4
Jim Kaat,7-7.
A pair of doubles by Luis departed, ignited a two-run
Montreal wasted Gary
Carter's 26th home run of the Salazar keyed San Diego's vic- rally to make it 6-2.
Mura left the game when the
season, a seventh-inning tory over Atlanta. Salazar's
double in the fourth inning Braves scored twice in the
grand slam.
helped stake winner Steve seventh, and Rollie Fingers
The Philadelphia bullpen
Mura to a 4-1 lead, and his se- pitched 22-3 innings of hitless
was unable hold the Cubs in
save.
check in the ninth inning. cond of the night in the sixth relief to pick up his 22nd
Chicago gave up a lead runner
when Steve Dillard's sacrifice
attempt failed against loser
Warren Brusstar, 2-1, but
pinch hitter Cliff Johnson
walked and Ivan DeJesus
singled to tie the game. Then
Jerry Martin greeted Tug
McGraw with a game-winning
Mabakovic 6-0, 6-0; A.mbricoEDWARDSVILLE, Ill. single.
McNicholas def. Fokolowski's
worrIen
State
Murray
The
The Phillies took a firstBernie Larocco 6-1, 6-2;
its
ed
extend
team
tennis
inning lead on a run-scoring
Rouse-Outland def. Delapanawins without a
triple by Mike Schmidt. record to three
Trudo 6-1,6-2.
mattwo
winning
by
defeat
Dillard's second-inning homer
ay, shutting out
tied it, but a home run by ches yesterd
Murray State 9, Bradley 0
o-Circle and
Ramon Aviles in the fifth and both Chicag
Singles Results - Fran
by 9-0 scores.
y
Bradle
by
base
stolen
and
single
a
Spencer def. Laurie Evans 6-0,
Aviles ahead of Pete Rose's
9,Chicago- 6-2; April Horning def. Julie
State
Murray
*
seventhe
in
3-1
single made it
Babler 7-5, 6-2; Carla Ambrico
Circle 9
th.
def. Karen Miller 6-1, 6-0;
- Fran
Results
Singles
lead
the
Chicago narrowed
r def. Melanie Bailey 6- Sherryl Rouse def. Connie
to 3-2 when Lenny Randle Spence
Homing def. Lin- Cassidy 6-0, 6-1; Mary
April
2,6-1;
singled, stole second and rode
McNicholas def. Donna Lyons
6-0, 6-0; Carla
wski
Fokolo
da
home on a single by DeJesus
6-3, 6-4; Kathy Outland def
na
Delapa
Kathy
def.
o
Arnbric
in the seventh. Lee Smith, 2-0,
6-0, 6-0; Sherry! Rouse def. Jean Casserly 6-0, 6-0.
got the victory in relief.
Doubles Results - SpencerCarla Trudo 6-0, 6-1; Mary
Reds 10, Dodgers 7
g def. Evans-Babler 6Hornin
Icinka
def.
olas
McNich
"What do you expect?" said
Mabakovic 6-0, 6-1; Kathy 3, 4-6, 6-2; Ambricogrand
whose
Bench
Johnny
McNicholas def. Miller-Kelly
d def. Micijona
slam set the tone for the Reds' Outlan
McCory 6-0, 6-2; Rouse6-1,6-2.
vic
Mabako
Jerry
starter
rout of Dodger
-Spencer- Outland def. Cassidy-Susan
Results
s
Double
already
has
Reuss, 17-6. "He
Horning def. Bailey-Icinka Murphy 6-0,6-2.
beaten us four times this year,
pitand he's not going to be
ching the same way all- the
time, otherwise he's be pitching in some higher league."
N
SA.00
MING
Bench's clout, his 24th CO
homer, highlighted a sevenrun second inning that enabled
the Reds to build an 8-0 lead.
But the Dodgers had some I
firepower of their own in the
form of Ron C,ey, who hit his
26th homer, and Steve
Garvey, who belted his 24th.
The Dodgers closed the gap
to 8-6, but Tom Hume came
out of the bullpen to rescue
ong man Mike LaCoss, 9-11,
and earn his 23rd save.
Giants 4, Mitres 3
The Giants nailed Houston's
Joaquin Andujar, 3-6, for four
VS
first-inning runs and made
Grifthem stand up for Tom
Witt,each Chipper you 9et,
fin, 4-1, who made a rare start.
Also Featuring
Griffin got- excellent relief
2 pieces of fish fillet creamy cole slaw
Al Holland, who fanned
mu Itellsbesoo, W. mu Iserlo, 101 "Sopeester"
crisp french fries 2 Southern-style hush puppies from
four Houston batters in 22-3 inDiessioe, Gypsy Joe soil fisofhoro Soo toms of
addle 1111bert, Sooty Kfoo owl the
nings to claim his sixth save.
Tory
Only one of the San Francisco runs was earned thanks
s
to errors by shortstop Craig
rid's.' available of limeolsee Nowt SporlIs
Reynolds and first baseman
Goods, Boa of Illsorroy sod Peoples Bask.
Dennis Walling. Jose Cruz
I rpenrad by Irene,OWN as Ileossers1
drove In two of Houston's
f 6.1.1, Ives j
753-9383
12th & Olive
three third-inning rung with a

By DICK BRINSTER
AP Sports Writer
It would not be difficult to
imagine the zany National
League pennant races going
down to the end ... the bitter
end. Should that occur someone,somewhere is likely to
say something not soon to be
forgotten.
And barring a last-minute
entry, Pittsburgh Pirates
Manager Chuck Tanner will
go along with Yogi Berra's oftrepeated "You're not out of it
'till you're out of it," explanation.
That at least would describe
the plight of the Pirates, who
picked up a full game Friday
in the NL East when both Montreal and Philadelphia blew
ninth-inning leads.
"Yogi said it all," Tanner
explained when asked for his
reaction after the Pirates beat
the New York Mets 4-3 while
the pace-setting Montreal Expos fell to St. Louis 9-8 after
the Philadelphia Phillies bowed to the Cubs 3-2. The victory
left Pittsburgh 2'12-games
behind Philadelphia and four
behind Montreal.

While the East leaders were
blowing leads, the West
leaders fell far behind early,
made valiant bids to catch up,
but never got there. Firstplace Los Angeles lost to Cincinnati 10-7 while Houston remained one game behind after
a 4-3 loss to San Francisco. In
a final NL game, San Diego
stopped Atlanta 7-4.
The Pirates came up with
two runs to go ahead after two
were out and the bases were
empty in the fifth inning. John
Milner ripped a two-run double off loser Ed Lynch, 1-1, to
make a winner of Rick
Rhoden,6-5.
Cardinals 9, Expos 8
Tanner certainly was
satisfied with his team's
clutch performance, but Montreal Manager Dick Williams
was anything but ... and
understandably so. His Expos
threw away a 7-2 lead in the
seventh inning, reclaimed it 87 in the ninth and watched it go
down the drain in the final St.
Louis at-bat.
George Hendrick blasted a
one-out, two-run double off
Elias Sosa, 9-8, to decide the

MSU Women Netters Win
Third Match In A Row

Murray Frosh Beat Lone Oak 34-0
LONE OAK, Ky. - The
Murray freshmen opened
their season with a 34-0 win
over Lone Oak Thursday
night.
After starting quarterback
Mark Boggess opened the
scoring for the Tigers with a
four-yard run in the first
quarter to make it 6-0, Shawn

Glavin came in to hit Billy
Wells and Jeff Downey with
touchdown strikes of 30 and 17
yards, respectively.
Glavin's extra point conversion pass to Downey extended
the lead to 20-0 at the half.
Murray did not score again
until the fourth quarter when
Wade Smith tallied on a five-

yard run and Tommy Wagner
hit Boggess with the conversion.
The scoring was closed for
Murray when Chris Farmer
scored from three yards out.
Boggess and Wells had an
interception apiece to
highlight the shutout for the
defense.

Championship Professional
Wrestling
MAIN EVENT

World Mk Match

Champion-Too Jammed°
Tony "Wildfire Rich

Monday thru Thursday-Only

Captain D's.
- •-

„
;r7

•,

WinYour house needs one before winter. Heating checked.
spots that
dows caulked. Doors weatherstripped. Insulation in all the
need it.
cool
We'll give your home a free check-up. Then if you heat or
tune
e
rmanc
perfo
the
for
loan
electrically, you can get a no-interest
get.
up. Up to $2,000. That's the best pre-winter deal you can

West Ky. Rural fledricc!„.
Cooperative Corporation
Mayfield
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Iniuries Continue For Calloway

Lakers Falter After 3-0 Lead
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
LONE OAK, Ky. Although Calloway County
picked up an early 3-0 lead
against Lone Oak last night, it
eventually succumbed to mental breakdowns to takes its
fourth loss in five games,28-3.
We were much too relaxed
In our attitude toward the
game," Calloway coach Sam
Harp said. "A lot of the boys
were horsing around in the
locker room before the game,
not taking things seriously
enough. We had way too many
breakdowns.
"Lone Oak didn't show us a
thing that we hadn't prepared
for in practice this week. We
played terribly tonight. There
Is no excuse for such poor play
after the way we played last
week."
Much more costly than just
another notch in the loss column was the number of injuries suffered by Calloway.
Quarterback Tim Brown suf-

fered a severe blow to his ribs The brawny captain twisted
and sat out most of the fourth an ankle in the third quarter
and spent the remainder of the
quarter.
After the game, the lame with an ice pack taped
sophomore signal-caller was .o the Joint.
"I guess the injury situation
taken to a Paducah hospital,
where the immediate couldn't get much worse,"
diagnosis was that Brown had Harp said with a sad smile.
"We have lost most of our
suffered broken ribs.
returning starters from last
"Tim was injured in the se- year to injuries this season.
cond quarter but he never got
"Besides the guys we lost
around to telling us until the tonight, we have got
our best
Pain got real bad in the fourth running back (Jeff Garrison)
quarter," Harp said. "The and our noseguard (Steve
trainer thought that he might Cherry)out right now.
have some ribs broken or
"After Farris got hurt we
some ligament damage to his had
to put in Richard Dowdy
rib cage.
at quarterback. Richard did a
As if the loss of their number real fine job considering that
one quarterback was not tonight was the first time that
enough, Brown's backup,John he has ever handed off to a
Farris, injured his wrist mid- varsity player."
way through the final quarter.
The Lakers started the
Farris, who was moving the game in the right fashion.
Calloway offense after Brown After holding Lone Oak to
went out, was said to have three yards in three cracks on
possibly broken his wrist.
the opening series of downs,
Senior tackle Marty Mc- Calloway took possession on
Cuiston was also a victim of its own 33.
the hard-hitting Purple Flash.
Three unsuccessful plays

later, the Lakers were forced
to punt, but a roughing the
kicker call on a fine acting job
by Rusty McKenzie after the
kick kept the drive alive.
Revitalized with a first-andten at the Lone Oak 49,
Calloway began its drive. The
attack stalled deep in Flash
territory when, with a fourthand-one on the 10, movement
was detected in the Laker offensive line. When the five
yards were stepped off, Harp
decided to settle for three.
Darnell Tharpe's 32-yard
boot was good to edge
Calloway into a 3-0 lead with
3:28 remaining in the opening
period. That was, however,
the only score the Lakers were
able to muster for the night.
Lone Oak came back to ride
the arm of quarterback Shane
Jones on the way to the win as
he passed the Flash into a 14-3
lead at the half.
Jones engineered two more
Lone Oak drives in the third
quarter to put the Lakers

away. Repeatedly, Jones picked apart the Calloway secondary with well-timed passes.
When Jones was not carving
the Laker defense to pieces,
running back Steve Key was
pounding holes in the middle
of the line. Key ran almost at
will in the second half as the
Calloway
injury-riddled
defense was in a state of exhaustion.
The fourth quarter featured
the reserves for both teams,
with Calloway easily getting
the best of it. Ricky Barrow
and Darnell Tharpe exhibited
some slashing running but the
Lakers could not push the ball
over for another score.
"I don't know how we will
remedy this injury situation,"
Harp said, "but it just seems
to get worse.
We play another tough
squad next week in Trigg
County. After that we have got
an open date. We are really
going to need that week off to
heal."

TAILBACK TOMMY WORKMAN is shown taking a handoff in Calloway County's 26-3
SLiff Photo By Mary Barrow
loss at Lone Oak.

Friday's High School Football
Friday Games
Adamsytile,Taut, ii, Fatties City I
Ashland 18, Montgomery Co 6
Ballard Memorial 38, ReSinand
Barboursville, W Va 15, Russell 7
Bardstown 46, Marion Co 7
Barren Co 27,Edmonton Co 6
Beachwood 39, Nicholas Co 12
Belfry 49, Phelps0
Bell Co 33, Lynn Camp 12
Bellevue 34, Paris 21
Berea 34, Rockcastle Coo

Boating Green 41, Owensboro Apollo
15
Boyd Co 34,Frankfort W Hills 6
Boyle Co 27, Harrodsburg 0
Breathitt Coil, Morgan C,o 0
Breckinndge Co 7, N BuiJitI 0
BuUer Co la, Allen Co 13
Caldwell Con Trigg Co is
Campbell Co 39, Erlanger Scott 14
Carroll Co 58, Anderson Co 7
Caverns 41, Metcalfe Co 14
Chnstwo Co 21, Daviess 7

Major Leagues At A Glance

TWO MORE FOR THE INJURY LIST were Laker quarterbacks, reserve
John Farris(10), who came in to lead a second half drive before he hurt

his wrist, and Tim Brown (16), shown taking a helmet to his ribs before
Staff Photo By Steve Becker
he later realized they were broken.

Brett Goes 2-for-2

Orioles Stay Within 5 Games
York Yankees this week.
By WILLIAM R.BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
Others thought George Brett's
Some people thought the chase for the first .400 average
Baltimore Orioles' chase for in 39 years was over when he
the American League East hurt his hand.
flag was over when they fell
Maybe they were right.
six games behind the New
But lines like The opera

, ain't over 'til the fat lady
sings" still get repeated over
and over in the final weeks of
sports seasons.
The old sayings had a ring of
truth Friday night as the
Orioles stayed within five

IC kW 51-1
with fill up at

Murray AMOCO
Next to Holiday Inn
Quality AMOCO Gasoline and

"GASOHOL""fuel of the Future"

games of the Yankees with a
12-inning 8-6 victory over
Toronto on a two-run homer
by Doug DeCinces, who was
criticized earlier for saying
Baltimore was out of the
chase.
And Brett had two hits in
four at-bats, making him 6for-12 since coming back from
the hand injury, raising his
average to .400 as AL West
champion Kansas City (it's
over) beat Oakland 13-3.
In other AL games, the
Yankees beat Boston 2-1,
Detroit edged Cleveland 4-3,
Milwaukee blanked Seattle 40, California whipped Texas 62 and Minnesota defeated the
Chicago White Sox 6-3.
Early in the week, after the
Orioles had tumbled six
games behind, DeCinces said,
"It's time to call in the dogs,
put out the fires, the hunt is
over."
That prompted Orioles
Manager Earl Weaver to say
it was the first time in 33 years
a player had given up on him.
But after the game-winning
homer, Weaver said of
DeCinces' statement: "That's
the best way to say that you
didn't mean it and to show
people we're still in it.
DeCinces refused to comment about the earlier quote
except to say, "It was a total
misunderstanding to begin
with."
Before the homer, DeCinces
fouled off a screwball from
losing pitcher Mike Willis, 1-1,
who had not allowed a run in
his previous 12 appearances,,
into the left field bleachers.
Then he lined a curveball to
right field or the gamer.
winner.
Yankees 2,Red Sox I
Nep York lowered its
"magic number" toll as Bobby Brown, hitless in his last 14
atbats, including some wicked

line drives that were caught,
homered to break a 1-1 tie in
the seventh.
Brown's 12th homer helped
Luis Tient, 7-9, snap a personal six-game losing streak
stretching back to June 20. He
allowed five hits in seven innings before giving way to Rich
Gossage, who collected his
29th save and extended his
scoreless inning streak to 262-3
innings over 17 games.
Tigers 4,Indians 3
Al Cowens broke a 3-3 tie
with a run-producing double in
the fifth inning,and the arm of
left fielder Steve Kemp saved
Detroit in the ninth. Aurelio
Lopez
relieved
Dan
Scluitzeder, 10-11, with one out
and one on in the ninth and
gave up a double to Ron
Hassey to put runners on second and third, but Kemp
caught Dave Rosello's fly ball
for the second out and threw
out Toby Harrah at the plate
to end the game.
Angels 6, Rangers 2
Frank Tanana scattered
seven hits and evened his
record at 10-10 and Brian
Downing and Dan Ford both
hit two-run singles to carry
California over Texas.
Brewers 4, Mariners 9
Bob McClure, who had
made 212 relief appearences
iis'his four-year major league
career before making his first
start on Sept. 1, won his third
game in four appearances
since becoming a starter, pitchivig a fivehitter.

Calloway Boostors
To Moot Monday
• .-The Calloway County High
Athletic Booster Club will
meet Monday, Sept. 22, in the
library at the high school.
All members and other interested persons are urged to
attend

AMERICAN LEAGUE
F.A1M
W
L
Pet GB
New York
he 53
639 Baltimore
89 58
825
5
Milwaukee
X 69
327 15
Boston
77 67
535 150-,
Den,*
75 72
.510 19
Cleveland
74 73
087 19%
Toronto
62 85
422 32
WERT
'Kansas City
92 56
E2
Oaldand
74 75
497 Mkt
Texas
71 78
483 32%
Minnesota
66 82
446 26
Oilcago
C5 39
a a
California
a a
411 31
Seattle
23 91
.361 X%
'Clinched dtvioa.titie
FrIday's Games
Baltimore 8, Thronto 6, 12 mange
-Detroit 4, Cleveland 3
New Yoh 2, Baton 1
Milwaukee 4, Seattle 0
California 6, Tows 2
Kamm City 13, °Mind 3
Minnesota 6, Chicago 3
Witarday'm Games
Cleveland Wets 11-131,46 Debug (Petry 981
Baton (Eckersley 10-13) at New York
(Perry 9-11)
Toronto (Kos* 39- at Baltimore
(Stow 73-7), In)
Seattle (Dreamier 44) st Mdwaticee (Le
Pointe Oa),(n)
California (Dorsey 1-2) at Texae ( Meek
ich 1240),(n)
Oakland (Keough 1513) at Kansas Qty
(Jones 041, In)
thicago (Hoyt 8-31 et Afrossota (Jackson 94), In)

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pet GB
Mortreal
81 ft
.551 79 87
.541
77 70
Pktstargh
524
4
St Louis
87 80
466 14
New York
62 en
4:12 19
Chicago
5° X
386 2:3'rt
MEW
ice Angela)
84 63
571
Houston
83 64
.565
1
Cincinnati
80 66
$41
4%
Atlanta
77 70
.524
7
San Francs:co
70 77
.476 14
San Diego
65 83
439 19%
Friday's Gimes
awago 4. Philadelphia 3
Pittehurgh 1, New York 3
St-Lows 9, Montreal 8
San Diego 7, Atlanta 4
Cinciman 10, Lm Angeles 7
San Framsco 4, Houston 3
Snardays Gowan
Philadelphia (Bystrorn 24) at Chicago
(McGlothen 19121
Houston (Ryan 941 W San Francisco
(Whitson 1911)
Montreal (Gulled:ion 941 at Siloam
(Olmsted 041
New York 17achry 6101 at Pittsburgh
(13.11ohinsin 64), In)
Cortneld (Seaver 9-7) ai Los Angeles
(Hogan 134).
Atlanta (Boggs 1041 46 Sri Dego
(Shirley 11-10), )nI
gawky's Games
New York at Pittsbugh
Ptilmleiphis at Chicago
Montreal 46 StLcuis
Clicanti at Los Angell,.
Atlanta at San Diego
Harem at San Francium

Clark Co 26, Jessamine Co 7
Clay Co 14, Knott Central 13
Comer 40, Covington Cath 0
Cumberland 14, Cawood 13
Danville 27, Bourbon Co 6
Dayton 20, Ludlow 0
E Carter 38,Lawrence Coo
bethicorn 14, N Hardin 13
Erlanger Lloyd 23, Covington Holmes
Estill Co 6, Mercer Co 0
Everts 19, Campbellsville 6
Fleming Co 21, Bath Coo
Fleming-Neon 42,Elkhorn City 22
Fort Campbell 38, Heath 0
Fort Knox 27, W Hardin 0
Fort Thomas Highlands 28, Boone Coo
Franklin-Simpson 27. Warren East 0
Gamahel 14, Clinton Co 7
Glasgow 26, Corbm 27
Green Co 14, Tompkinsville 6
Greenville 26, Hancock Co 20
Hart Co 6, Adair Cot
Henry Co 26,Eminence 16
Hopkinsville 18, Warren Central 7
Huntington W.Va. East 42,G reenup Co
19
Johnson Central 34, Prestonsburg 6
LaRue Co 26, Meade Co 14
Laurel Co 22,Len Lafayette 21
Len Henry Clay 35, Rich Madison 12
Len Tate.Creek 20,Scott Coo
Lincoln Co 41, Casey Cot
Lose Osk 24,CALLOWAY CO 3
Madison Central 29, Harrison Co 3
Mason Co 24, Mayville 0
Mayfield 14, MURRAY 13
Middlesboro 13,Fulton,Tenn,0
Newport 14, Newport Cath 7
Ohio Co 33, Grayson Co°
Oldham Co 14, Fitillitt Central 7
Owensboro 41, Madisonville 13
Pad Tilghman 36, Marshall Co 9
Paintsville 20, Fairview 9
Pikeville 15, Wilhamson. WVa 15
Raceland 33, W Carter 6
Russell Co 22. Wayne Coil
Riaseilville 46, Todd Central I
Simon Kenton 29, Dime Heights 20
Somerset 28, Garrard Co 7
Taylor CO 53, E Hardin 0
Union Co 42,CrlUendes Cal
VIrgie 40, Mullins 14
Washington Co 7S, Nelson Co 6
Webster Co 28,McLean Cal
Wheelwright 20, Betsy Lamm 14
Whitley Co 14, Knox Central 6
Williamsburg 24. Pineville 12

For year-round comfort set your thermostat and
Mesa for the weather'
Se for winter tern the
thermostat dime to 65
degrees. ivory degree
sow 6$ degrees con imid
3% to yew heating bills

Whoa swiewsw caws
yew flownwsart et
dog, or higher. if cm
yaw coollog costs
mach as 30%

set
7$
cat
es

A kilowatt hour saved is a
kilowatt hour you don't have
to pay for.
So use electricity wisely.

AIN DINGY CONSEMMON MESSAI3E PINEINTEID IA':

Murray Electric
System
401 Olive

/53-S312
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By Wade Boerne
•,ztt•
How many times have I
started stories with the rosy
glow of dawn breaking over
the eastern horizon? I've enjoyed that glow in Canadian
grainfields and snapper flats
off the Florida coast. In Texas
ricefields and Alaskan mountain valleys. In Louisiana
marshes and Tennessee deer
woods.
But over the years that
same rosy dawn has meant
more to me coming up over
Barkley and Kentucky Lakes
than any other place.. That's
because of the tradition involved, the work, the successes, the failures, the
memories. The exotic trips to
far off places have been
wonderful. But a cold sunrise
on a Lake Barkley mudflat is
one of the basics of my life,
and I was glad to be "home."
Actually Don Buck and I
rs Society, were loft to right, first place Ken
quite "home" at the
Bowhiente
weren't
Ridge
Jenny
the
by
Mid
hunt,
Gar
The winners of the (cirp and
largest carp Dom Nay's.
We were on the boat
Dodd,
Billy
moment.
gar
lergest
Settle,
Bill
plac•
Bucy second plac• Bud Raspberry, third
Photo by Mary Borrow
ramp transferring decoys
from my truck into his boat.
And there it was, right on cue,
a growing pink sweep across
the eastern woods. A cool wind
rustled the trees and the
catfish
,
tailwaters
off deep banks; bluegill fair banks; in
Johnson grass which bordered
rocky
shallow
falloff
clear,
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP — upper lake
submerged cover and good, crappie fair;
over
concrete. The first major
the
fair
bluegill
pool
-Improved fishing is reported banks with cover;
black bass ing slowly, 3 feet below
stickups;
front of the new fall had
around
cold
off
crickets
artificial and 80 degrees.
at several locations around to good' drifting
on
during the night, and
slow
passed
bass
trentileky. with the___cooler deep rocky banks; white
Kentucky: Crappie slow to hopefully it had brought with
around
plunker nightcrawlers
on
late
and
early
fair
cover;
,
d
res.'
submerge
temperatu
clear, falling, 15 feet fair over
it some teal.
on in jumps; stickups;
black bass slow to fair on spinThe lake-by-lake rundown and fly combinati
below pool and 80 degrees.
The teal is one of nature's
feet
6
slowly,
falling
clear,
state
the
artificial
and
as reported by
smaller puddle ducks, and it's
bass ner baits
Black
nd:
Cumberla
degrees.
79
and
pool
and
below
Fish
Department of
nightcrawlers in inlets and one that has a thing for warm
Barren: Black bass good fair early and late still fishing
bays; in tailwaters, catfish weather. It says no thanks to
Wildlife Resources:
on
and
off
points
crawfish
artificial
soft
on
late
and
-Buckhorty Catfish good still early
fair; clear to murky, falling Iowa's snow covered cornartificial
on
lake
baits
upper
the
crank
and
lers
2feet below pool and fields in November. It'll take
/
slowly,31
fishing live baits and on nightcraw
good over nightcrawlers off points;
80 degrees.
trotlines on the lower lake; off points; crappie
Louisiana any day. When that
on
improving
and
fair
fallclear,
crappie
crappie good around stickups; submerged cover;
Cave Run: Black bass fair first big cool front rakes the
mindrifting
lake
below
lower
foot
the
bluegill fair in inlets and bays: ing slowly, one-half
early and late on artificial teal's Canadian breeding
nows in deep coves off the
degrees.
black bass fair on surface pool and 77
nightcrawlers and crank baits grounds, the bird moves south
,
trout
Green: Black bass good on main lake; in tailwaters
lures and spinner baits off
off rocky points and in in a hurry. It's traditionally
and artificial excellent with several limits;
points and banks; in spinner baits
timbered coves; clear, falling the first duck of the fall to
evenings clear, stable, 36 feet below the
tailwaters trout fair; clear, nightcrawlers: late
slowly, 1--toot below pool and 80 migrate down the flyways.
over timberline and 80 degrees.
falling slowly, 1 foot below and nights off points and
degrees.
The teal head south so early,
-dropoffs; crappie fair over
Grayson: Bluegill fair 'still
summer-NOtand 80 degrees.
Nelin : Black bass fair on in fact, that most are alreadY'
fallclear,
cover;
rocky
off
d
worms
fair
submerge
fishing red
Herrington Black bass
crank baits off shallow points;
or in Cuba
2feet below pool points; black bass fair early clear to murky, stable, I foot on the Gulf Coast
/
to good on surface lures early ing slowly, 21
duck seasons
regular
when
and late on surface lures off below pool and 79 degrees.
and late and artificial and 79 degrees.
start back up the flyway. The
Laurel: Trout fair at night banks; in tailwaters, trout
nightcrawlers at night on the
Rough River: Black bass federal boys who control the
2 feet fair on crank baits off banks;
/
good; clear, stable, 11
hunting of migratory waterbelow pool and 83 degrees.
2 fowl recognized this a few
/
clear to murky, falling, 51
bass
Black
Dale Hollow:
feet below pool and 79 degrees. years back, and they
fair at night on artificial
Fishtrap: Crappie slow
established a special eai'ly
nightcrawlers off deep banks around stickups; catfish slow
teal season for September.
and in weed beds; walleye fair on cut bait in backwaters; in States could pick nine days of
trolling deep runners over tailwaters, trout fair; clear to their liking, and the limit was
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) — the National Wildlife Federa- mud flats; clear, stable, 5 feet murky, stable, 2 feet above set at four birds per day per
pool and 81 degrees.
Two national conservation tion, will give the keynote ad- below pool and 80 degrees.
hunter.
Dewey: Crappie slow
Barkley: Crappie fair and
organizations, the American dress to the International
So we became teal hunters,
and
Fish
of
n
tops;
tree
and
Associatio
d
Instickups
the
around
improving over submerge
Fisheries Society and
my partners and me. But we
conwhich
cut
Agencies,
fishing
Wildlife
still
cover and dropoffs; black catfish slow
ternational Association of
weren't dyed-in-the-wool. This
Fish and Wildlife Agencies, sists of commissioners, bass slow on artificial bait off deep banks; clear to was just a preview of things to
ofother
and
80
and
heads
nightcrawlers and crank baits murky, stable at pool
will hold their annual conven- bureau
come, an early chance to
ficials from fish and wildlife along shoreline and creek degrees.
tions in Louisville next week.
throw out a few decoys, to slog
States
agencies M the United
around in the mud, to get the
650
Approximately
Western
other
and
dogs out for some "pre-real
delegates are expected to at- Hemisphere nations.
season" practice. We usually
tend the Sept. 21-24 convention
Other speakers include
The ninth annual National Turkey Calling Contest, spon- go once or twice a year during
of the American Fisheries Lynn Grennwalt, director of
sored by the Kentucky
Society, while the Interna- the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser- Hunting and Fishing Day in
Chapter of the National Wild
will
The
Lakes
Between
Land
and
Fish
of
on
tional'Associati
vice and Harry Caudill, author be Sunday, Sept. 28, near Turkey Federation. The proexpected
is
Wildlife Agencies
and professor of Appalachian
gram will also include various
to draw 350 people to its history at the -University of Center Furnace in the 5,000- exhibits and demonstrations
Educantal
acre
Environme
meeting Sept. 25-26.
Kentucky.
tion Center in the northern by sportsmen groups.
The AFS is composed large- portion of the project.
For additional information
The two groups will hold a
sts
contact Natural Resources
joint banquet Wednesday, ly of professional/scienti
The activity, proclaimed to Management Branch, TVAwith Louisville Courier- from state and federal fish
Journal columnist Byron and wildlife agencies, private recognize the contributions to Land Between The Lakes,
organizations and univer- conservation by the nation's Golden Pond, KY 42231, or
Crawford as the speaker.
hunters and fishermen, will telephone 1502 924-5602, exFred Scroggin, president of sities.
feature the Kentucky Wild tension 314.

Lake By Lake Rundown

Conventions To Be
In Louisville

NHF Da y In LBL
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push blue-winged teal Into w•stern Kentucky, and•special early
September cold f
season offers hunters a preview of regular duck hunts In December and January. Here,
Don Buck and Luther retrieve the results front•teal visit,
(Pivots by W.I.'sorsa)

the special season, and always front just right. When I'd gone flared out for landing. "Flush
to bed I could see lightening him," Don whispered. I raised
our mood is just half-serious.
We've learned a few things across the northwest horizon. up, the teal flew, and Don
over the years. The first thing Now the sky was clear and the neatly folded it with the first
is that teal almost always wind was rolling in from the shot. Luther made a clean
retrieve, and we'd broken the
migrate along the weather north.
fronts. Watching the weather Decoys in -place, we hid the tce But the birds weren't on the
map is as important ass good boat and nestled up into the
set of decoys. When a cold air familiar bushes. Luther, my lake as we'd hoped. We saw a
mass sweeps down over the yellow Labrador, dropped couple of high migrating
Plains States, it's time to go, down on the mud near my side flights traveling south, but
for teal will be on the lake the and waited expectantly for us there were no more working
birds.
next morning.
to shoot.
At least there were no more
We've also found a good spot
Shooting hours on teal start working ducks. Doves were
on Lake Barkley, near our at official sunrise. This allows
open water duck blind site. plenty light to distinguish teal everywhere back on the
When the water starts dropp- from other ducks, mainly island, and Don and I decided
ing, a horseshoe-shaped wood ducks, that are now in to have a go at them. "You
mudflat appears. The middle the area. And that's just what know what'll happen when we
of the-Olat offers a quiet dame in first, four woodies leave the decoys," he laughed.
That was a premonition. We
restirig spot for decoys or real dropping onto the water
I
birds. Twenty-five yards back between our hiding spot and hadn't gone 30 yards when
up the island is a convenient the decoys. Don and I knew heard splashing noises in the
clump of button berry bushes not to shoot, but Luther didn't decoys. I turned back to see
approximately 10 teal resting
where we hide.
know not to run. He's still a
You never really expect too semi-pup, and 30 seconds of on the water.
They also saw me, and they
much on a teal hunt. Catching watching those ducks swim
the flight right is an "iffy" around under his nose was all burst into the air. I came up
proposition. Once in a while he could stand. He bounded and shot like they were quail
you get all the factors in the out of the bushes like a bear. on a covey rise. Two birds fell
right combination, and then The ducks took flight, and with two shots, and Don added
you're in for some action. But Luther ran them down the flat another to the pot.
And that was our action for
usually a teal hunt is more of a until it was clear who was winsit and wait experience, talk- ning the race. I yelled some the day. The time was now 8
ing about past trips and future discipline after him, but I a.m., and the sun was pushing
ones, all the while swiveling to couldn't help but be amused well above the horizon. Overcheck the horizon behind you. and a little pleased at his en- light eggs and hot coffee were
calling.
That's usually where the birds thusiasm.
But we'd broken the ice. Our
appear first.
When things settled back first duck hunt of the new
Don Buck and I possibly got
a little too confident. Phil down we had our first teal season was over. Soon we'd
Sumner, our third partner, visitor. The bird came in return to Canada, and then it
on
had been here with another without us seeing it, skimming would be time for mallards
River
friend four days earlier and low over the water. The first Barkley and the Ohio
is
limited on blue-winged teal indication that we had bottoms. For the hunter fall
before 8 a.m. And we had the business was when the duck a great time to be alive!

GUN SAFETY...
IT'S UP TO YOU!QUfl
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Home Improvement
Quality Workmanship
and Materials
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Precast Unit
Rooms
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Kitchens
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Remodel

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

"We cover not only siding - but windows, door casings
overhangs."
R. 5 Box 2059

Don't let this one
get away

FREE ESTIMATES
436-2802

Murray

BUCKS
BODY SHOP

If s the sale you ve been
waiting tor' We've cut the
prices on our Evinrude• motors
now in stock Stop in now and SAVE'

Sportsman's Morisse
Route 5• Highway 68
At Jonathon Creek
Benton. Ky 42025
502,354-6568
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Fort Campbell Holds NHF Day
National Hunting And
Fishing Day Celebration
Saturday, September 27,
1980 will mark the third
observance of National Hunting and Fishing Day by Fort
Campbell. A comprehensive
program is planned for all
members of the family. This
years program is particularly
aimed at youth with several
events planned for their
benefit and enjoyment. Scout
packs and troops, 4-H Groups,
Girl Scouts, Explorers and
any other youth groups desiring to learn more about the
outdoors and environment are
cordially invited to attend.
The festivities will take
place in the Sporisman'S
Lodge Area near the intersection of Woodlawn and
New Providence Roads. Come
early and enjoy the special 69t
breakfast of creme beef, hash
browns and coffee that will be
served between 7 a.m. and 9
a.m.
Horseback Ride and
Bird Dog Demonstration
after
Immediately
breakfast, beginning at 8:30 at
the Riding Stables show ring a
trail ride will begin and move
to the stagging area for the
Bird Dog Field Trials just off
Jordon Springs road. Special
rental rates for horses at the
Riding Stables is $5.00 for all
morning. This is an excellent

noona

HurninG
FISHInG

,eDAY

SEPT.21
opportunity. to observe the.
mechanics of a field trial and
learn what contributions this,
group of sportsmen make in
improving the overall wild life
habitat at Fort Campbell.
Volksmarch,Skeet Shoot,
Triathlon and Pentathlon
to begin at 10 a.m.
Activities designed to be fun
for the whole family begin at
10 a.m. Entry may be made in
these events until 4 p.m.
One event designed to start
your day right is a 10
kilometer (6.2 miles) walk
(Volksmarch) through the
trails around Lake Taal. This
is a leisure walk for fun and
exercise. This will be a BMedal only march. To enter
by pre-registration mail $2.50

Volksmarch Association.;P.O.
Box 315, Ft. Campbell, KY
42223. Upon completion of this
march you will receive a
beautiful medal for your efforts.
A Skeet Tournament is
another event on the agenda
that the entire family will enjoy while proving who is actually the best shot. This is an
open 12 Ga, 100 target shoot.
NSSA Rules are applicable.
High and low rounds thrown
out and average other two
rounds. Price is $6.00 for
targets and $6.00 class money.
Pay back 60% to the high gun
each class, 40% to runner up.
Less than 5 shooters, 100%

New NRA Records
Set At BB Gun Match
event held Independence Day record. The previous high of
weekend on the campus of 395 had been shared by seven
WestemKentucky University, former competitors. Jackson
drew over 320 boys and girls is the son of Olympic Bronze
age 8 to 14, state champions medallist (1952) and two-time
representing 44 states, world champion, Arthur
Jackson.
Canada,and Mexico.
Another national NRA 5The winning individual performance was turned in by 12-'-- meter record was set by Judy
year-old William Jackson of Daugherty, 14, Washington,
Wolfeboro, New Hampshire. Missouri, who checked in with
He posted 'a total score of 397 a perfect 100 score in the stanof a possible 400 in the four- ding position during the match
position match on his way to and followed it with three adsetting a new national NRA ditional "bullseyes" in the
shoot for record. She is the
first ever to shoot a perfect
score on ten consecutive shots
from that position in
registered NRA competition.
13-year-old Jim Sanders and
his teammate Bill Keuper,
also 13, paced the Iowans in
their record performance with
KANSAS CITY, Mo.( AP)— a fighting tuna.
"It was one hell of a catch," twin scores of 395. They were
William Vance has added a
new page to those tall fishing Vance joked later. All I know followed by other Dubuque
tales about "the one that got is I was driving east, then I shooters Mike Metelak, 13,
away." Only in Vance's case, was facing God, then I was and Jon Pfiffner, 12, who each
scored 394. Ann Pfiffner, Jon's
facing the ground."
his Buick didn't.
The car landed on its roof, 11-year-old sister, contributed
As he was driving headed west, with its top cav- a 384 to round out the Hawkeye
downtown, the left front wheel ed in and its windshield shat- victory.
of Vance's month-old Regal
A unique feature of the
tered. Vance crawled out the
was hooked by a wind- driver's window, with only a championships, the nation's
whipped cable that was dangl- bump on his head.
third largest shooting event, is
ing from a scaffold on a 10He said he felt lucky to be the 100-question test taken by
story office building.
alive, and window washers every competitor. Weighted
Like a fish out of water, he Larry Welch and Earl McCoy equally with each of the
found himself and his car flip- shared that feeling. They step- shooting positions, individual
ped over before he realized ped from the scaffold onto the results are figured in agroof of the building just before gregate scoring to determine
what was happening.
The cable wrapped around the wind blew the cable under the winning team. Test questhe wheel and the eastbound Vance's car:The car's weight tions are based on subjects
car, traveling about 15 mph, jerked the scaffold into a ver- covered in the 10-lesson
Shooting Education Program
was pulled up into the air like tical position.
which all participants must
complete before entering local
and state competition.
The International BB Gun
Championship Matches are
the culmination of a year-long
Sluiriting Edudation Program
Where "Service Is Our Business
sponsored by Daisy Manufacturing Company,subsidiary of
Kidde, Inc., and conducted by
The United States Jaycees.
The project, which involves
more than 200,0008 to 14-yearold boys and girls each year;
was created to teach
youngsters the basics of proHw.641 South
753-9131
per gun handling, good gun
manners,and marksmanship.

Bowling Green, Kentucky —
A team of five young sharpshooters from Difbuque,Iowa,
successfully defended the title
won by their team last year
when they walked away with
first place in the recent 15th
annual Daisy/U.S. Jaycees International BB Gun Championship Matches. They 'also
established a new national 5meter air gun team record by
posting an aggregate score of
2,434 points out of a possible
2,500. The colorful three-day

, Tall Fishing
Tales

goes to high gun. For
classification and registration
see Skeet Range personnel or
call (502) 798-2175.
Triathlon competition will
also begin at 10 a.m. This competition is for boys and girls 6
through 15. The three events
are BB Gun shooting, Bait
Casting and Archery shooting.
There is no entry fee. Compete
as an individual in the competition or plan cOmpetition
within your own scout troop or
pack. Score cards will be provided, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place
trophies will be awarded at 4
p.m. at the Triathlon/Pentathlon Headquarters.
Pentathlon competition will
also run all day with the five
events including Mussleloader
shooting, Archery, Bait
Casting, Tom-a-Hawk throwing, and BB Gun Shooting.
Persons must be 16 years old
to participate. Entry is free.
Score cards will be provided.
1st, 2nd and 3rd place trophies
will be awarded at 4 p.m. at
Triathlon/Pentathlon Headquarters.
Childrens Fishing Contest
This year a special
childrens fishing contest will
be held from 2 p.m. until 4
p.m. All scout troops and
packs are encouraged to participate in this activity. The
location will be on Lake Taal
behind the Hunting & Fishing
unit. The contest will be divided into two age groups 6
through 11 year olds and 12
through 16 year olds. First, second and third place trophies

will be awarded in each age
group to the person with the
largest number of fish on a stringer and also to the person
with the largest fish.
Poster Contest
A poster contest with the
theme "America's Sportsmen
are
America's
Conservationists" will be chaired
by Mrs. Hazel Swinford (615)
648-1590. Two classes: Junior
class grades 5 through 8 and
Senior class grades 9 through
12. First, second, and third
class trophies given in each
class. Posters should be on 20
inch x 30 inch poster board
with individuals name and address on the back. Winning
posters will be sent to the National Competition.
Displays and Demonstrations
Several organizations will
have
displays
and
demonstrations in the Sportsman Lodge area. They include: The KY State Police
with a Water Safety display;
Fritz Sporting Goods with a
fishing equipment display;
KY Fur Takers and Deck's
Raw Furs with a fur and trap
display; Two Rivers Gun Club
with a display of firearms;
Kentucky Fish and Wildlife
Resources with handouts; The
American Mountain men with
a display of primitive camping equipment; the Pennyrile
Muzzleloaders with a display
Of antique firearms; Bill
Wyatt and Trane Bass Club
with a display of fishing
tackle; and Paul's Taxidermy
with a display of mounts.

Events In LBL
Leisure Craft Camp
Leisure Craft Camp, a
workshop to teach individuals
how to utilize their natural environment and develop
specific skills in creative expression and outdoor recreation activities, will be Sept. 2224, at Brandon Spring Group
Camp near the southern entrance of LBL.
Individuals may register for
$28 which includes room,
board, and registration fee;
however, husbands and wives
may register for $46 a couple.
Participants not staying overnight at Brandon Spring
Group Camp will be charged
$10 per day (includes lunch),
plus a material fee.
Creative crafts skills to be
taught during the 3-day program will include Indian,
yarn, and applehead dolls;
baskets; burlap, dough,
gingham, silk, and hedge apple flowers; net weaving; and
wreaths.
For additional information
contact Leisure Craft Camp,
TVA-Land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
42231, or telephone (502) 9245602,extension 241.
FallWDay
The Cogioba Boy Scout
District, Girl Scout Council of
West Tennessee, Murray
Vocational Industrial Clubs of
America, and TVA's Land

Between The lakes will sponsor Fall Hike Day,Oct. 4.
The program, designed to
provide an avenue for individuals and groups to
observe the natural resources
in LBL, will trace the Fort
Henry Hiking Trail System
following, where possible, the
routes of General Grant's
Civil War troop movements
from Fort Henry toward Fort
Donelson.
Registration will be at the
Fort Henry Trail parking lot
from 7 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.; no
fee will be charged. Groups
should check in upon arrival.
Groups are requested to furnish their own guides or
qualified leaders. Emergency
aid will be available.
For additional information
contact Hike Day Coordinator,
Recreation, Interpretation,
and Environmental-Energy
Education Branch, TVA-Land
Between The Lakes, Golden
Pond, KY 47221, or telephone
(502) 924-5602, extension 241.

WASHINGTON ( AP) —
Rep. G.V. Montgomery, I)Miss., says he was just plain
fishing for problems when he
introduced some of his congressional colleagues to a
favorite down-home Southern
delicacy.
"We ran out of catfish and,

OLITISOAROS

Darnell Marine Sales
Murray, Ky. 42071
Route 3 Box 80
Highway 94 East
NEW OWNER: Gary Darnell
BOATS-MOTORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES

Your U-Haul Headquarters

fishing line

AnyMampini
There is a big improvement
this week in the size and
number of fish taken. Cooling
waters have caused many fish
to move into shallow water to
feed and begin building their
body fat for the coining
winter.
Many local crappie
fishermen have taken 60 to 100
plus crappie from their
favorite ledges and dropoffs
each trip and I am sure there
will be more as "fall" really
takes over.
Most ledges and dropoffs
vary in depth somewhere
along its length, from 8 to 15
feet. Many crappie are found
at the 10 foot level yearround,
so it's a safe bet to start
fishing at this depth, then
change if necessary.
Minnows are still the best to
use but lead head jigs will
work.
Black bass are on the move
also and are really getting
Things You
May Not Know

that fighting ability back.
They were very slack and
sluggish, like everyone else,
while it was so hot.
—
Small shallow running
crankbaits, plastic worms,
spinnerbaits and top-water
buzzbaits have all been producing some very fine strings
of bass. I am really happy at
the number of smallmouth's
and Kentucky's that are being
caught on all of these lures.
If we get a boost in these two
species, maybe it will give the
largemouth's a much needed
rest.

to the other. There will be
some small differences in
water clarity and temperatur9
but not enough to cl(an'ge theft\
feeding habits.
Shallow stumps, brush piles,
tree tops and rocky bars are
all good bass holding areas
this time of the year.
Some of you may know of
structures 6 to 8 feet deep that
are still holding well during
the day. If you do, fish it slow
but steady and sometime during the day the bass will move
in for food or just to rest.
Now is a good time to get
that youngster of yours
Areas that the bass are be- started on bass fishing so take
ing found in are much the 'em!
same from one end of the lake
HAPPY FISHING!

ADAMS
FISH MARKET
S. 12th ST.

boy, was I in trouble," said the
congressman on Wednesday.
Montgomery had joined
Mississippi catfish growers in
sponsoring a dinner for
members of Congress and
their staffs. The dinner, held
at a Capitol resturant,
featured catfish supplied by
an Isola, Miss., producer,
Montgomery explained.
"We had 120 pounds for the
dinner and we gave each person a small filet, but it didn't
last long," he said. "I guess
you could say the fish went
over too big."
Montgomery received
praise for the dish from
members of Congress who had
never tried catfish and officials at the resturant wanted
to put catfish on the menu
each week, he said.
"I had to tell them there
simply wasn't a delivery service this far north," he said.

New Ownership

759-1208

Formerly Watson s Fish Market

During migration, male redblackbirds travel
wing
together. The females follow a
few weeks later.

9-6

9-6
Tues -Sat

Tues. Sot

Fresh or Frozen — Wholesale or Retail

Catfish 'Southern Delicacy'

'Johnson

641 Super Shell

Matthew Wayne Carter of Route I Murray Is shown helping display the rainbow trout
that his dad, Wayne Carter caught while en•recent visit to Mishcett Wiscensin. The fish
weighed 1 lbs. and measured 23. Inches in length. Pictured in the background is James
Riley of MIshcett

Catfish
Steaks

s 169 ;

Fiddlers

• LS gor

sS low
PRICE CHANGES

i
.0
...
951, 4.....
.

$17. $151

Boneless Catfish
1411aff
a alo

i
i

wvcA 941
.

HOOKS Tires, Wheels A& Accessories
and

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
753-6779
410 N 4th
Z's-

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Murray Bait Co.

Kenlake Marina

Fred Gardner, Owner

appy Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McClURf

GRAYSON McCLURE

Take 91 Fast out of Murray for 2 rmles TrorqS,S on 780
Follow 280 for 7 miles past Bonner s Grocery Take
k top In yr," ,q1-0
blacktop rnro Poomorr4ourl follow

Telephone 502-436-5483

Wholesale Live Bait
* Quality & Quantity Guaranteed

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071

Phone
502-753-5693

-Plione-i53-2e22

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Rt

Hardin

(502)474-2245 or 474-7211, ext. 171
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Wide range of activities for major
celebration.
Alumni Day, April 26, 1980 Emeritus Club Reunion, luncheon,
scholarships Distinguished Professor,
25-year award. Mike Gottfried, speaker
at banquet.
Pictures of Association Presidents --Photographs of all past presidents were
obtained,framed and engraved.
Tour Program - Tour arranged to
Hawaii and Bavaria. Thirty-two signed
up through the alumni office.
Mancil, his wife, Anne, and their son,
Student Organizations - cooperated
Mark, reside at their home at 310 Oak
at homecoming with parades,
Dale Drive, Murray. His wife, the
smorgasbords, half-time activities,
former Anne Stephens of Lexington, is
open house, Friday program.
executive secretary to Dr. Frank
State Fair Booth - Association's
Julian, vice president for Student
Joint Alumni Council display for MurDevelopment at Murray State. Mark, a
ray State was planned and prepared in
senior public administration major at
cooperation with Public Relations- InMSU, is currently in Frankfort, assignformation - Photography Offices.
ed to the state Department of PersonJoint Alumni Council of Kentucky nel, under the Student Internship ProThe director served as active member
gram.
and appeared on the annual program.
What are some of Vinson's activities
Century Club - Sixty $500 scholarand interests as director of Alunun Afships were awarded by the Century
fairs at Murray State'
Club. Sums of $100 or more were conHe served concurrently as special
by 184 individuals and
tributed
CurConstantine
President
to
assistant
from 16 counties in Kenbusinesses
work
Vinson's
of
say
to
this
ris, who had
tucky a'nei. six' 'adjoining States. - Three
May 5, 1975: "During the 20 months I
scholarships were
have been on this campus, you have --. new permanent
awarded.
done an excellent job in working with
Perpetual Scholarships - Investme, not only as a special assistant but
ment for permanent scholarships inalso as director of Alumni Affairs. I
creased from $393,304.77 to $417,839.44.
have been thoroughly pleased and wish
Twenty-one upperclass and graduate
to thank you for this special assistance
scholarships were awarded.
during my transitional years."
Young Alumni Promotion - The
The 1980 annual report of Alumni Afprovides for the new
association
listed
council,
the
to
submitted
fairs, as
one
year free membership,
graduates
of
projects
and
activities
some of the
tar decal, Murray State News,
the director during the year 1979-80. Of
quarterly Alumnus magazine, lbcal
course, not all of these were initiated by
club service and record maintenance.
the association or executed by the
Graduate magazine was presented to
director. In all, there was cooperation
all new graduates. Other publications
with other committees, departments
provided were Nutshell and America
and organizations.
magazine. An attractive brochure was
A partial list of these projects
prepared and ipresented to the young
follows:
alumni.
Wrather Hall - assistance in securJoe Fulks Gift - The association
ing funds and support.
made arrangements to receive and
Special Awards Reception - 109
display memorabilia relating to Murawards granted for 1980. Approximateray State's famed baWetbarrikAyer.
ly 280 previous winners. Program and
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue - Assistance
buffet on September 6.
was provided in planning the dedication
Insurance Program-Committee apof the Pogue Library and in receiving
proved agreement with National Insome of his valued papers on oral
surance Administrators of Corpus
history. A special get-together was arChristi, Texas.
ranged for Dr. and Mrs. Pogue at Union
Field House - University Field
City, Tenn.
House committee appointed to support
Murray State News and Alumnus
facility.
Magazine - Both are mailed as tokens
Student Recruitment-Alumni Counof appreciation for Alumni Association
cil agreed to involve young alumni in
membership contributions. The
the student recruitment program
Alumnus magazine has a full-time
through existing alumni clubs.
editor and the printing is now done by
• Alumni House• - A committee conthe university printing centet. sidered thretpossible facilities.
Quarterly Alumni Mailings - The
Homecoming - October 27, 1979 -

University of Kentucky.
Vinson served an the state Department of Agriculture for 16 years - 13
years as assistant cotrunissioner of
agriculture and three years as director
of Agriculture Marketing. He was an
agriculture teacher in Christian County, Ky. for three years. He owns and
operates the farm where he was born
east of Murray. His Lakeway Mobile
Horne Court is located near the home

PEANUTS
DO6 NEVER O8EY5
COMMANDS..OTHER D065
WILL SIT" OR.°HEEL"

ML DO6 14A5 ONIY
OBEYED ONE COMMAND
IN 14I5 LIFE...

staff handstuffed 26,000 envelopes for
each of four mailings and corrected addresses of about 9,000 graduates.
Alumni Records - There are 26,500
records to be maintained and approximately 1500 were established for
graduating seniors.
Scholarship Application Forms -These were prepared, mailed, analyzed. Winners were selected by a committee.
Get-Togetherti for Alumni and MSU
Fifteen meetings were
Supporters
cooperatively sponsored with local
clubs and committees: Cape
Girardeau, Evansville, Martin, Tennessee, Nashville, Indianapolis, Bowling Green, Henderson, Wichita, Kansas, Atlanta, GA, Memphis, Tenn.,
Austin, Texas, Paris, Tenn., Richmond,
Ky., Central City, Ky., Ohio-Indiana,
Kentucky-Cincinnati, Washington, D.C.
For the Future Unit Plan for the
'80's - With the advice of the council,
the unit plan was s,pbmitted to coincide
with the institution perspective. The
plan outlined needs for financial support, expanded staff and personnel,
records improvement, additional
employees for young alumni program,
increase in public service of alumni,
refinement and improvement in the
general and informational programs.
The annual report contains only a
fraction of the duties, assignments and
accomplishments of Vinson. Nor does it
reveal the hundreds of contacts, visits,
telephone conversations, committee
meetings and public relations projects
with which the director is constantly involved. Approximately 300,000 pieces of
mail are handled annually by the alumni office.
Other activities of previous years not
listed in the 1980 report include: the
computer records program - a new
data processing system recording information on all graduates and alumni
donors was placed in operation in 1973.
More than 30 committees are utilized in
program development and management.
Scholarship winners have been involved in special scholarship promotions for civic clubs. The Harry Lee
Waterfield Governmental Studies
Foundation originated with the Alumni
Association and Lieutenant Governor
Waterfield.
The Honorable Oiler of Kentucky
Colonels contributed funds for soundproofing a room in the Speech and
Hearing Center. Numerous other gifts
and projects were promoted, such as
the Morehead Oakhurst print, the
Wrather Hall print, Lexington HeraldLeader feature on the MSU
-horsemanship program, the West Kentucky livestock Exhibition Center,

I ONCE TOLD
kIM TO "STAY"

NOW EMBARRASSING!
I'VE ALLOWS Ti401)6AT IT
LOAS AN INVITATION...

ANC) HE NEVER
WENT HOME!

77/
© IO Una., isaturra SO&Inc

NANCY
I LOVE
MY NEW
AUTOGRAPH
BOOK

OH, NOT YOU I HEARD YOUR

OH,
SENATOR H OW
ABOUT AN
AUTOGRAPH?

DOG WON A
BLUE RIBBON
YESTERDAY

45.IT-20

:
BEETLE BAILEY'
Ti-IAT LITTLE
BREEZE

HE'S
I PEEL TEVERYTHIN6 ... SMELLS... GIVING
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.. SO MANY
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THAN
MORE
DOES
T YOU...
BOTHER
TO
NG, NO&OSPON
TWORK
ME...

foundation stock for a hereford beef
cattle herd, the James Hurley will of
$250,000, the first Fisher-Price gift of
$1,000, a gift of a special geology
department microscope, special
memorial and historical plaques e.g., Gilbert Graves and Training
School.
Murray State's spokesman for the
alumni - Mancil J. Vinson - handles
the duties of his office with the skill of a
diplomat. He is affable, cheerful and
courteous. Dinners, receptions and
celebrations under his direction always
command the admiration of the guests.
At a banquet, Mancil quietly remains in
the background, seldom sitting at the
-head table," but he is always
available as a problem -solver,
whatever the occasion.
He is probably the best known and

- -most popular member of the Murray
State Alumni Association. Undoubtedly, he knows more of the alumni than
any other person. His 13 years in
Frankfort and the thousands of miles he
has traveled by plane and auto have
given him a knowledge of the alumni
that is unequaled today.
A deacon of the First Baptist Church,
Mancil Vinson is a veteran of World
War II Air Force and is a former president of the Kentucky Farm Press and
Radio Association. He is a 32' Mason, a
Shriner,and is a consultant to a number
of farm groups.
MSU Alumni Director Vinson served
as a member of Governor Carroll's
Task Force on Education. He was not
successful in his recent candidacy for
Kentucky Commissioner of
Agriculture. "After all," says Mancil.

COLD MORE... AFFECTS ME
SOUNDS

a

BLONDIE
S Tg2t..0"? 6RONSON
I THAT
.oesilD HER HUSBAND •
T.-LS'Y(DO TO PARTiE.5
EVERY N,31-41"

I PREFER THE
SLOW LANE

'

NON,yOu
FOOL! NOT
YET.

POACHERS!

CON 7'1

Mancil Vinson is at the prime of his
life, and he has already made an indelible mark on the pages of Murray State
University's history.
The poet must have been thinking of
men like Mr. Vinson when he wrote:
"Lives of great men oft remind us
We can make our lives sublime;
And departing, leave behind us
Footprints in the Sands of Time."

No Radiation Leaks Reported In

Arkansas Missile Silo Explosion
The Air Force has 54 Titan
when a welder's torch touched
By STEVE BREWER
a line carrying a combustible II silos in Arizona, Kansas,
Associated Press Writer
DAMASCUS, Ark. (AP) - fluid. In 1978, two airmen were and Arkansas. Each state has
silo is
An Air Force sergeant has killed when a leak led to the 18 of them. The 155-foot
and
died of injuries from the escape of a cloud of toxic gas made of steel, concrete,
lead, a SAC spokesman said.
thunderous explosion at an near Rock,Kan.
A leak at the silo near The rocket, the nation's most
underground missile silo, but
l
authorities maintain there Damascus occurred in powerful intercontinenta
supposed
is
missile,
ballistic
missile
the
but
1978,
January
and
leaks
radiation
no
were
permitted some 1,400 itself did not leak then, the Air to be able to carry a 24megaton warhead to targets
evacuees to return to their Force said.
The events leading to the 6,300 miles away.
homes.
Pentagon and Air Force of- blast began Thursday when a
ficials have refused to say workman dropped a 3-pound
what happened to the warhead wrench socket that punctured
of the Than II missile - a fuel tank in the first stage of
largest in America's missile the missile, authorities said.
When vapor from leaking
fleet - after the Friday mornFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)ing blast., Neither would con- fuel was spotted, a four-man
firm reports by NBC and ABC launch crew began releasing Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. Fri00,000 gallons of water stored day named 18 members to a
News that the warhead was
blown out of the silo in the in a tank,said SAC spokesman reorganized Governor's CounCapt. Tom Mahr. The crew cil on Agriculture.
blast.
Brown said the council was
The Omaha World-Hearld then left the building, and
quoted sources who said the residents from surrounding reorganized to promote
103-foot missile was destroyed towns as far as 10 miles away greater efficiency MIU opeation and to direct its activities
and that some damage was were evacuated.
Just after emergency team toward stimulating the state's
done to the warhead, but there
members left the silo, a blast agricultural economy.
were no radiation leaks.
The move transferred
Strategic Air Command of- seen 20 miles away left a
ficials were continuing an in- smoking crater 250 feet wide, several ongoing program
vestigation of the accident and five times the normal size of from the council to the state
the extent of the damage to- the mouth of silo. The Department of Agriculture,
day. Both stages of the 165-ton pastureland around the com- while the office of the Kenmissile were heavily damag- pound was Littered with con- tucky Farmer's Advocate and
the division of developmental
crete and steel debris.
ed,the Air Force said.
"There was a giant flame services within the council
But Air Force Secretary
Hans Mark stressed, "There that went up about a couple of were abolished.
is absolutely no evidence of hundred feet. As it started to
any radioactive material in arc back down, the ground
the area. I can tell you that started rumbling. There were
two extremely loud explowith absolute assurance."
The blast at about 3 a.m. sions, and then it was like a
2. Nonce
near this central Arkansas fireball rose up from the silo.
said
red,"
all
was
community shattered the The sky
ITS A
silo's 750-ton steel-and- state trooper Robert Hill, who
FACT
concrete lid, spewing table- was 142 miles away at the time
Free gift wrapping is a
size chunks of twisted steel of the explosion.
specialty at:
Evacuees were allowed to
and concrete into the air and
Starks
injuring a total of 22 airmen, return home late Friday,
two seriously. A 60-man Air some 11 hours after they were
Hardware
Force emergency response ordered out of the are,a.
12th & Poplar
"You can't just jump like a
7531227
team was above ground near
time
every
frog
scared
the silo at the time.
One injured man,Sgt. David something happens," said
Livingston, 21, of Heath, Ohio, Katherine Smith, who lives
Let us take your comdied Friday after he "breath- two miles from the silo. "It's
plete Wedding Story in
the
ed a toxic solution of some there. We live here. That's
photographs
kind - that was the fatal way it is."
CARTER STUDIO
In Greenbrier, some 13
blow," according to hospital
753-8298
304 Main
spokesman John Pounders at miles from the silo, Mosetta
"Fallout
added
LitThomas
in
Center
Medical
Baptist
WANT AD
Burgers" to the menu at -her
tle Rock.
CLASSIFICATIONS
It was the third fatal acci- diner."Everybody had kind of
Listed here is a ready reference
dent at a Titan II silo. In 1965, long faces," she said. "It just
that will quickly help you locate
53 civilian workmen were kill- kind of spirited everybody
the classification you are looking
for
ed in a silo near Searcy, Ark.,

The SAC spokesman said he
did,not ,kx,ow,the caat of. a silo
or a Titan II missile, nor the'
monetary loss from the explosion at the silo about 3M3 miles
north of Damascus. He said he
did not know who dropped the
socket. "We couldn't release
that information if we did,"
said Capt. Curtis Hawker, a
SAC spokesman in Omaha.

Brown Appoints 18
To Agriculture Council

... TASTES...

' BOTHERS
YOU?

"I should have known I couldn't beat
Alben W. Barkley."
What are his plans? He hasn't decided, but one thing is certain: he will have
a job that involves people and one that
gives him a chance toke happy with and to serve - his home, his family, his
alma meter, his church, his state and
nation.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Cheer
4 Entertain
9 Watch pocket
12 Mouths
12 Wand
14 Girl's name
15 Meddle with
17 Dew's hom
19 Encountered
20 Bottle
21 Barracuda
23 Hectoliter
(ab& )
24 Inactive
27 Pronoun
28 Debatable
30 Woody plant
31 Coniunction
32 Crucifixes
34 Pianissimo
(abbr )
35 Irritate
37 Rip
38 Diocese
39 African
antelope
41 Jr 's dad
42 Take out
43 Ermine
45 The asi
46 Hunting dog
48 Farrely member
51 - Baba
52 Royal
54 Bill and 65 Goff moiext
56 Sleep sound
57 Couple
DOWN
1 Decay
2 Macaw
3 Carpenters

tool
4 Encourage
5 Defaoe
6(Iido's low
note
7 To
8 Boredom
9 Hesitate
10 Poem
11 Prohibit
16 Fondle
18 Wigwams
20 Nearest
21 Coast
22 Danger
23 Oafs cry
25 Repulse
26 Indian tent
28 Title of
raspect
Abbr
29 Despot
32 Calm
33 Interiection

Answer to Friday's Puzzle
SAP
P
A

PNI
FRANC
011 R
PA
A kl A
I.

1111

11111

A

•

i. A

•
C
PI

P
C•C
C A

A
A
Ilia
A
DADiR
36 Young girl
38 Choose
40 Active ones
42 Beetle
44 Solar disk
45 Vend ition

a

A

A

A
A

a a la T Y
46 Cudgel
47 Beverage
48 Equality
49 Al present
50 Also
53 Proceed

MA"
14 •
illi .ill
WI WI
hi
"
61
he hi% "61
WI ilia
MI
id
61 hi
Id
61uuU61 41• hiluuu
61
id willuu wild
61h1uuuu
I

w

2 3

4

5

6
"

1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
5. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
II. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
211. lilob Home Rents
25. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. trvestock-Supplies
31. Pets-Supplies
39 Poultry.Supplies
40. Produce
41, Public Sale
42. Home Loins
43. Real Estate
44. lots Fu, Sale
45. Farms for Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
411. Auto Soneces
45. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
• 54. For Trade
SS. Feed And Seed
Sli. Free Column
37. Wanted

ei "• d.

MIM

Named to the council were:
Betty Wallace, Princeton;
Don Kenady, Hopkinsville;
Beverly Yeiser Sr., Winchester; Mary Jane Hale,
Lexington; Paul Avery Holt,
Kevil; R.T. Smith Sr.,
-TiTadLsonville; Don Lashbrook,
Owensboro; Joseph Mang,
Bowling Green; Thomas
Chambers, Louisville; Lloyd
Clark, Louisville; Robert
Welch, St. Matthews; Dr.
Albert Ortego, Middletown;
Charles Burton, Broadhead;
Jane Horn, Campbellsville;
Roy Foster, Shelbyville;
Ronald Rose, New Castle;
Jack Griffith, Maysville and
William Lewis,Grayson.

2. Notice
Bible Facts. Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600.
Big Knights of Columbus FishFry, Saturday, September 20th.
noon--6 pm in St. Leo's Parish
Center. All you can eat' deepfried fish, coleslaw, hush puppies, drinks. Cost. $4 for
adults, $2 for children.

Near "Living With
Illness" - 759-4441.
Children's Bible Story 759-4445.

$100 Reward
Offered for information
leading to the arrest
mid conviction of the
person or persons
breaking and entering
the Blood River Baptist
Church. Persons having
are
information
requested to contact
the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department.

NOTICE
Effective
mediately to all
home
I mobile
owners that move
into Riviera Courts,
you will be given
two (2) months rent
free. UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT COME AND LIVE WITH
US. We also have
homes for rent.
753-3280.

I

LEATHER REPAIR and custom
leather work, Reasonable Call
753-9736
1
,1 il;,
11!

HAPPY
50th
TUPY!

LE1.11
T

5. Lost and Found
Last: Golden Retriever, female
Child's pet. $20 reward' Call
753-0305

'

"-•
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ng ac 'nes

5. Lost and Found

.

Lost Small white, long haired
Maltese, female. 2 miles east
on 94 near West Kentucky
Glass Works Reward offered!
Work, 7624483, ask tor
Georgie, after 5, 759-1475.

FOR SALE
Used Singer Sewing
Machine, zig.zag and al
regular attachments. Sews
perfect, luny guaranteed,
cash EHECC $39.50. Call
Martha Hopper 354-6521.

21:TV-Radio

'

41. Public Sale

Don't miss your favorite t.v
programs! Capture it on your
very own video recorder Also
put your family on film with
our cameras and
Claytons - l & B Music, 7e5r3si
7575

Garage sale, September 19th
and 20th, Camelot Subdive
swioi 8-b Clothes of all sizes,
winterr and summer, handmade
quilts and afghans. Out South
16th to Gibbs Store Road, turn
left, go to Camelot Drive, turn
27. Mobile Home Sales right, go to Merlin Drive, turn
Two right and go to Knight's Way
Schevelle.
12x52
Drive turn left,
bedroom, furnished, air- right,
conditioned, electric or
heat, $3000. 753-6911 or 4892842.
AUCTION
1971 Wheeler, 12050, 2 Set. Oct. 4th 10 a.rn.
bedroom, gas heat, central air,
Located Between
$4600. Call 431-4540.

.......

ill=a1

43. Real Estate

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

1973 Monte Carlo, good Fence sales at Sears now. Call
haa3nica
ol50condition, $850. Sears, 753-2310 for free
NOSITIST DRUM
estimate for your needs.
Call
NI baseasont with this two
yew oirl two bedroom raw,
1973 Mercury Monteray, air, Fireplace inserts custom built
al°1 (E3H1
----111e
illI'
coupe/stets immescep.8 em8
power steering, power brakes, Fireplace and chimney brick
ricwoorwical limn gawp. Omar
re8p5a5ir Call after 6 pm, 436
AM-FM stereo Nice $995 2
6. Help Wanted
=Cp.
writs otter
436-5434
Dependable person to do Ire.
19. Farm Equipment
1973 Mercury Capri, 4-speed, For all your plumbing in
quent babysitting in my home,
approximately 35 mpg, 80,000 stallation and repair, all worl,
some weekends and nights. 135 Diesel, Massey Ferguson.
.
al
ialrit '.
!
el Thaw
guaranteed, call 753-8950
- miles, $675. Call 436-5875.
1300 hours, plow, disc,
Call 753-3493.
.
bushhog, cultivator, and grader
11;
a10.. ____ ti t '
1914 Pontiac LeMans, low
Earn $50 per hundred securblade. 753-2632.
ROOFING
I
mileage, good condition, must
ing, stuffing envelopes. Free
L
41
.
0:
)
4
Ceimaseircl•I
end
1
i I
I PROPERTY MAP.ACIPAINI
sell $615 or best offer 1114
details, reply: "Homeworkers- Heavy duty truck tool boxes,
,
8,
ResIdeustial, ShImple
Poplar or ca
512A", Box 94485, Schaum- $89.50; tail gait protectors.
Company,
Vinson
Tractor
753burg, IL 60194,
11:7
411 "
rw er
hk.
a
Rmi
efwee
:
b•
46. HOMES For Sale
1974 RX4 Mazda, $995 firm.
‘-1117 -177,BARKLEY LODGE
. 7
. .•'
4892.
Call 753-6565!-- - -28. Mob. Home Rents
Immediate opening available
.
guarantees!. 759-4512
L...
IL
By Owner 2 bedroom, 2 baths, 1967 Tempest Pontiac, fair
--3rfe..
for full time, permanant CRNA 1964 International tractor with For rent: 2 bedroom trailer,
..,
..
or 759-1859.
fireplace, 1.2 acres land. condition.$400 Call 753-6647
US 611-Cadls, Ky.
. free-standingout-patient two 4" plows Call 435-4429 near Murray. o pets.
Needs some finishing work after 5 pm
women's clinic in Louisville, after 5 pm.
TWO LIKE
2611.
•
Insulation blown in by Sears
KY. Send resume and letters of 300 hi
appendectomy $1000 down plus costs,
on
an
estimate
I'd
like
an
Massey Ferguson Combine. Two bedroom trailer, furnished,
NEW
HOMES
.
Payments $196 per month in- 1973 VW Thing, very good run- save on these high heating and
.
recomendation to P.O. Box 39, Both headers. $6700. Also two ,
Estate
43.
Real
43. Real Estate
an, gas heat, 10 miles east of
26 Illemetifel
ducting taxes and insurance on ning condition. $1500 Call cooling bills. Call Sears 753Eastwood, KY 40018.
•.
110 gallon under mount tanks. Murray. $100. Call 436-2828.
,
....-,
......
-.0r..-0-4000<iiice",VA loan. Off Dr. Douglas Road, 436-5859 after 5 pm.
Lets
2310 for free estimate
Person needed for phone 492-8790.
8 miles from Murray. Call 436- 1974 W•4 Dasher stationwagon, K & K Stump Removal. Do you
(with good financing
377 Acre farm. 250
soliciting. Work in office or at 300 Massey Ferguson combine. Trailer for rent. See Brandon
I
2957, 9 AM-2 PM.
automatic, air, good gas need stumps removed from
Dill at Dill's Trailer Court.
terms) Near Barkley
acres in beans, 27 in
home. Call 753-9627.
Call 435-4244.
. Lake,
8.
For sale 3 bedroom, 2 bath mileage. Call after 6 pm,(901) your yard or land cleared of
Marina,
timber
.
Boots
with
tobacco
comtrailers,
bedroom
Seamstress wanted, experienc- Massey Ferguson 135, 5' Two
247-5203.
FE
brick
home,
509
Blair,
near
can
remove
stumps?
We
Randolph
Golf
bases
and
55
acres
in
P.
Course
S.
condifurnished,
good
pletely
ed in alterations. Apply in per- _ busb hog, Call753-241.8
... .,..,;.;........
': ,MS1.1 and high-school.. Priced in • .1973 • Vega. • Hetchback; good- -stumps up to 24" below -the, . :-i• , -v.,Land Between the Lakes
bottom • land: Old. farm • • i .
lion, from $145. Call 753's'on,' 'EfoOrie's" "Latindri," '605'
REAL ESTATE
560's. Call 753-1485 for ap- condition, 4-speed, $595. Also ground, leaving only sawdust
Goodyear,
Firestone,
and
New
8964.
Rec. Area. Owners house and well on
Main.
I
753-808u
pointment
,.
D
2a5ts
957 pickup, good condition, and chips Call for free '
B.F.G. farm tires on farm tire Two bedroom mobile home
Mr. & Mrs. J. R. Miler
S property. Located in
Wanted: Sonleone to cut the service. Vincent Tractor Cornd tires, $1495 Call 489- estimate Bob Kemp 435-4343
•• Professronal Services
Belr
City
area.
Asking
air
and
heat.
with
central
KURTZ AUCTION
1
grass on two lards on Route 4, pany, 753-4892.
With The Friendly Muck.'
or Bob Kemp, Jr 435-4319
'
FOR SALE
$715.00 per acre. Call
. Families only. No pets. 753Murray, near Providence.
& REALTY CO.
COUNTRY LIVING
Beetle, Licinsed Electrician and gas in
Equipment
Super
in
Can1972
Volkswagen
Sports
house
20.
2377.
New
today
to
get
in
on
this
8
Phone 492-8403 or 492-8592.
305 Frederica Street
-CITY STYLE
.'
excellent condition, $1275. stallation. heating installation
terbury! New, 3
good buy.
competition 29. Heating-Cooling
This newly decorated 2
Owensboro,
Wanted: Assistant Manager. For sale: Raliegh
Call 753-8432 after 5, 753- and repairs. Call 753-7203.
,
bedroom, 21
/
2 bath,
bicycle,in
beautiful
GS,
)
bedroom
B.
V.
Kentucky 42301
home
Company seeking aggressive inGas upright furnance, 50,000
.
8579.
LEATHER REPAIR and custom
formal dining room, forThree bedroom home on
..,
with carport has many
dividual, high school graduate. perfect condition. $450. Call BTU, complete with ventalator
Phone(502)926-8553
leather work. Reasonable. Call
Trucks
Has
50.
Used
room.
trial
living
l
/
1
2
acres
with
central
.
desirable extras - wall
Good starting salary, excellent 753-0733.
an thermostat.
7519736.
with
den
large
heat and air located NW
unit air conditioner,
1975 Dodge high top camper
. .advancement opportunities, all For sale: 132 Woodsmaster 308 2595.
of
Moving
sale!
Hundreds
confireplace, large kitchen
of Murray. Also ininsurance, profit sharing. Must Bushnel 3x9 scope and a Dan 2A. Business Rental
van, $3995. Call 753-5242 Mobile homes moved. Insured, . . ..i crefrigerator,
crete blocks, garden tiller,
'
state licensed. Unblocked and
with built-ins, concrete
evenings.
have auto. Contact First In- Wesson, 357 magnum with 41°
electric
heat,
garden cultivator with cluded is a 2 car shop k
power
blocked. Also service work
.
dustrial Plan, 400 South 6th, heavy 6" ventilated barrel. Call
'
drive, on corner lot. By
wired for cornpressor.
draperies,
large
extra
long
pickup,
attachments,
all
sorts
1980
Datsun
of
tools,
Mini
Benton, 1-527-8140.
Paducah, KY.(502)443-2467. 435-4429 after 5 pm.
owner. For appointment
room could be 3rd
wheel base. automatic, with
household items, lots of other Insulated to T.V.A. s
Warehouse
Need work on your trees? Tope
call 753-5400 or 753om shady,or family
things. Box 175, Kirksey, standards. Priced in the
topper, black, 753-2813.
Wanted: Full time day and 22. Musical
- - .• .
,s.
ing, pruning, shaping, com•
room.
Highway299 489 2330
/ 5013.
night help. Also Assistant Cortez six string Folk Guitar
Storage Space
power
,..
1973
F-100
pickup
.
)
Premoval
Call
scaped
3
4
acre
lot.
Onlames en= - 4342430
Manager position available. AP- with hard sheel case, excellent
steering, power brakes, ex43. Real Estate
For Rent
BENI* IllasEem• - 153.7474
TREE SERVICE for
....
ly $29,900.00. Owner
ply in person at Burger Queen. condition, $80 or best offer.
For sale: 3 bedroom brick cellent condition. Call -753- BOYER'S
Pr•otity Dem - 153-41713
. .
professional tree care, 753home
with
Always
wanted
a
would
consider trade.
753-47511
lowisell•Iter - 7111-2,101
.
753-5632.
house, choice location, located 5463.
Terry theryabyt, II.E.1•••••••
10. Bus. Opportunity
,
small acreage? This is an exon 5 acres, 4.4 miles from •
ay-a-way your piano or organ
.
1974 Ford Bronco. Power steer- 8536.
cellent opportunity because 111M "343"
WANT TO START
.
Painting, paperhanging, comtown with outside workshop. ing,
now for Christmas. New ship- 32. Apts. For Rent
brakes, and air. V8
the
land
is
highly
productive
,
YOUR OWN
mercial or residential. Farm
LOCAL
Two baths, formal livin_gloom,
ment lust arrived. Refinance. Apartment anclrooms for rent, and the house is sound. New
*
Murray-Calleray_
•
t
tic extra sharp. 1952
.
buildings, etc. ZO years excombination den and kitchen au
BUSINESS?
Clayton's -1 & B Music, furnished and unfurnished.
OPPORTUNITY
County Realty
•
GMC half' ton pickup. Must perience. Free estimates. 759roof, deep well, 5 outbuildings.
area with lots of kitchen
Chestnut St., Murray, 753- Call 753-8355 from 830 AM to
(502)7534146
sell. Call 492-8713.
Computer Programmer Thirty-five acres with 31 acres
196.7.
.
cabinets.
Dishwasher,
electric
7515.
5 PM.
Operator Programming
"
3 It I 216
tendable, 2 in timber.
range, refrigerator, washer and 1950 GMC Pickup with 327 PHILLIPS ALUMINUM AND
•
in frotn, shop area in
• .
Mornay, K.42071
23. Exterminating
Apartments for rent, near Homeplace and buildings ocexperience or training
fdarryearppinacialtura
deada.t.Call 753-1746 motor. Also 951 Chevrolet VINYL SIDING CO.. 25 years exback and possible livabout
2
acres.
Call
downtown.
Call
753-4109.
cupy
753College
••eciciooic•cce-,--s•ce.
pickup
with
6
cylinder
motor.
required.
Mg area upstairs could
perience Paducah. KY. 898'.• • •
Call 436-2439 after 4:30 pm.
degree helpful. Job enCompletely furnished apart- 1492 at Century 21 Loretta Look at this attractive ranch
be the answer to your
3873 or 443-7365.
For sale by owner 3 bedroom
show
Jobs,
Realtors
and
let
us
tails some handling of
ment. Also completely furnish. ..'..
.
house, newly decorated. By ap- 1970 Jeep truck with topper.
style home set on a beautiful needs. Building is on
Start Your Clicistmal
.
materials. Send coned 12x65 trailer. Call 753- You this farm today. Located corner lot on Doran Road. The 100' x 250' lot. Call to51800. Call 753-5889.
pointment only, 753-6558.
Lynn
Grove
area.
'Shopping Early - give a
, .
.
4726.
fidential resume to P.
- lovely three bedroom home in- day for details.
Must sell, brick home, 10 1968 Volkswagen camper van
family portrait to family
0. Box 325.
_
*
cludes a living room, dining il
For rent: Furnished apartment,
E• rooms, 2 baths, garage. 2 with pop-top. New motor, Good
MI
•
and friends.
753-808n
room, large kitchen and family i•
Kelley's Termite
2 bedroom, heat and water fur
ma fireplaces, central heat and air. tires. Excellent condition. Call
1
room with a fireplace for your •
nished. Downtown. $165 per
CARTER STUDIO
12. Insurance
Call 753-9896 before 8 AM or 489-2611.
& Pest Control
Purdem IL Thurman
month. Phone 753-4937.
enjoyment. The owner recently 27 Acres m/I of fertile after 4 PM.
5 304 Main 753-8298 .:
•51.
Campers
1974
Fantastict
Phone 753-3914
Insurance &
land...Just
right
,
for
cattle,
A
installed thick luxurious
..-New duplex for rent or sale! 2
newer mobile homes. See or
_ Real Estate
horses, OE row cropping. This Two bedroom home on 1% acre 15 Foot Shasta. make a good REMODELING. REASONABLE
gas
carpeting.
The
economical
Miscellaneous
carport.
All
apbedroom plus
call Johnny Williams, your 24.
has 22 acres lot, 5 miles north of Murray. hunting camper. Call 435-4307 Guaranteed. Free estimates.
sogdiskle Court Square
heat will keep your heating farm
• "I
M.F.A. agent. 753-0445.
Chimneys, all fuel triple wall phances furnished with washer
• •
fine cleared...highway frontage on Call 474-2337.
after 5 pm.
753-9736.
Murray,
Kentucky
This
to
a
minimum.
bills
pipe, 6"x30", $20.99; 8"x30", and dryer hookup. No pets. Call
ft. of 94£. Call CENTURY 21 Loretta Three bedroom house with 21 Foot camper, 1976 model, Stop! For all your repair needs,
14. Want To Buy
home
sq.
has
over
1700
753-4451
-•
•
•
$29.99. Installation kit 6" 753-2965.
living space. Early possession. Jobs, Realtors for more infor- large garage on 3 acres. Near self-contained. air. Call after 6 roofing, carpentry, plumbing
.
Automatic transmission for
$41.99.Wallin One bedroom apartment, Lynn
on
this
mini-farm,
$29.99;
mation
8"
The owner has set a very
• State Line off Highway 121. pm. 527-7190.
"
•
and electrical work. look no
1965 Ford Custom 289 engine. Hardware,
month,
stove
Paris,
.
Grove,
per
. .
reasonable price br this tine
price $28,000. Call 436-5325.
Call 753-6044.
MOUT REALTY, INC.
1966 Starcraft pop-up camper, more! Call 753-9226 or 753•
COIN-MASTER - 6/DB metal and refrigerator furnished. Call Five 2 bedroom homes, two 3 property. Call John C.
•
TA, ..... son". 1900 ay servo, the
Two bedroom house on large $800. Call 474-8020 after 5 9623. We'll do youi lob large or
Record albums and 45's from
753-7874.
bedroom
homes,
one
4 Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
9•90. buyer end s9110•1
•
dectector - one of the best
.
small. All work done to you,.:
lot. 516,000 will take trailer in pm.
•
• •• • - c•
the 50's. Rock & Roll only, in White Electronics makes. Used One bedroom ,
bedroom
home,
one
5
FA
IIMSHOMES
bedroom Sycamore, 753-0101 or 753,.
stove,
satisfaction.
good condition or trade. Call
•
good condition. Call Bob at
BUSINESSES
home,
40
acres
of
land,
all
for 1531.
52. Boats and Motors Tractor work bushhoggi ng.
only few hours. New warranty. refrigerator, and water. Call
437-4462 or 437-4569.
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
I
,_
•.: . . 489-2480.
.
1296,000.
Prefer
to
sell
all
as
a
Call 753-1575 after 5 pm 753-5410.
16% Foot Glasspar. 10 hp Mer- plowing, discing, blade work,
PROPERTY
package, but will consider sellstanding
to
buy
Want
timber.
Satorday.
weekdays,
anytime
Motorcycles
47.
after
cury. $900. Call 436-5859
•
Two bedroom duplex, ap- ing seperate or in any combinagardens. Free estimates. Call
4D-a
Listings
needed! Offices
- • •
Will look at all tracts aoo o •-•-r-x For sale: Fiberglass for under- 'Mantes furnished. Available tion. Contact Mr. Spurlock at
753-7400 or 753-2632.
1971 Honda 750. Call 153- 5 Pm•
Coast to Coast. tutors from.
•
imately 20 acres and up. 753pinning and carports, Plex- now. Phone 753-9400.
Everywhere. "Free" Catalog
9737 after 6 pm.
Ski boat, 14% ft.. 50 hp Will do painting, 15 years exSpann Realty Associates for
-,
. 5592.
iglass for storm doors and win- Two bedroom duplex, central details. Call (502) 753-7724.
STROUT REALTY
1971 Honda 750, completely shnasoand wtirtahiltairlt aiancdlutdriamd.caEnsi perience. Call 753-8762
Will buy certain hides and furs. dows, used office furniture- heat and air, outlets for washer
le. L. Irma 11•14.1
anytime.
excellent condition, vas
rebuilt,
• ..
.
1912Cold•Wer RE. 753-0186
Good condition. 753-9736.
desk, sates, file cabinets, and dryer. Couples preferred.
.
00,, That's
$35
000
_11111
$1000.
Call 436-5494, cellent condition. $995. 159- Will
Algal
Merime
asking
Ry.
haul driveway white rock
vage
Ross
&
Sons
a
chairs.
1252.
15. Articles For Sale
No pets. Call 753-9741.
right. There is
after 3pm.
COUNTRY
•
•
/ ••
and Ag lime, also have any type
Mdse.., Inc., Martin, TN 38237.
something for sale for
,
For sale: Snap on tool box, 3 Phone 901-587-2420. Open 33. Rooms for Rent
of brown or white pea gravel.
CHARM
your own lot or lot Riders leather chaps and 53. Services Offered
Do
you
own
_
,,.,
$35,000. It's located at
drawer, top and bottom, 5300. Mon.-Fri. 7:30 to 5:00, Satur- Rooms for girls, one block from
Real peace and quiet
custom leather clothing, also ALEXANDER SEPTIC TANK Also do backhoe work. Call
home?
If
you
do
and
mobile
1659 Ryan and inTools S & K, $175. 753-7228, day 730 to 300.
in this 2 bedroom brick
and your family income is miscellaneous items. Call 753- CLEANING. vacuum cleaned Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
.
University. Call 753-1812 or
cludes 3 bedrooms,livask for Eric.
home on lovely tree
within the following adjusted 9736,
from your driveway. Industrial 753-6763.
7594909.
Interior white latex paint,
Mg room, kitchen and
income limits, you may qualify
or residential. 753-5133. 24 WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
shaded lot. ApproxFor sale: Crane and cherry $4.99 per gallon in five gallon 34. Houses For Rent
.
...
bath. TVA insulation.
low
for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or 1979 Sportster, extra
Hour service!
'
picker at the Calloway County containers. Sherwin Williams,
imately 7 acres, inCOATING I SEALING. Have
hedged back yard
Nice
extras.
Call
mileage.
Lots
of
Four room furnished house for
4 bedroom home. Income 436_5356.
.
•
Garage, Sycamore Extended. 753.3321
cluding several farm
CLEANING. wyoluntreh::17m5e3-d8r:v6e3w,ay or parking
CARPET
with outside storage.
rent. Washer. East of Almo. No
limits are: Two in family See J.B. Wilson.
buildings and 2 stock
i lr• -' • - :,, ,•• ', !
walking
Guaranteed. References. Free lot sealed professionally before
Within
Minolta SRT-101 35 mm pets. Prefer elder couple. $70
$13,500; Three in family - Set of tires and wheels for ATC- estimates. 153-9136.
Acreage
barns.
distance to MSU. This
Hides, leather and furs. 753- camera. Black body, 35 mm per month. Call 7516791.
$15,150; Four in family - 110. 753-7541 after 6 pm.
suitable for horses or
i should sell quick, so if
9736.
.
lens, 58 mm lens - F1.4. 55
$17,900. With today's inflation 1979 XL-75 Motorcycle. Call Concrete and block work. Block Wet basement? We make wet
Nice country home, garage, ' you're interested betcattle. Price just
,
F2.8.
All
135
mm
F1.7.
garages, basements, driveways, basements dry, work completeUsed Franklin stove. 436-5331. mm
and interest rates up, why not 4354424.
garden,
4
miles
east.
to
.' A'
$3000
Couples,
reduced
:
(:.
. .:
!.!.:4
ter call soon.
:
1•
are Rokkorpf, one
walks, patios, steps, free It guarenteed. Call or write •
visit our office today and let us
.
•,- .. ,-, . ..4 :
no
16. Home Furnishings lenses
pets.
References
$175.
$50,000!
Soligor 55 mm x 135 mm
now.. 753- 1979 Yamaha 400 Special, Can estimates. Charles Barnett, Morgan Construction Cu,
talk
terms
753-7551.
JOHN SMITH
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah,
Brown metal dining table and telephoto. 753-8351.
1492.. CENTURY 21 Loretta be seen Cain 76 or phone 753- 753-5476.
A WORD TO
KY 42001 or call day or night
6 chairs. Has two leaves. $60 Wait and burn green wood, or Two bedroom
house,
5862
•,-.','..... .' .r.. 1 `...:'
)
.
Concrete end block
THE WIVES
1-442-7026.
Call 753-1259.
refrigerator and stove, gas heat,
, • ....,-.• • •-•`. ;„:
Sycamore.
175
Enduro,
1978
Yamaha
burn
seasoned
order
now
and
i • - ••. .•• -,•,,
You will fall in love
410 North 8th. Deposit and
work. Block garages,
Will do plumbing, airbought new in 1979. Only
Tappan free standing range. wood. Call 436-2758.
•-•1•••• •'
'7.
with this 3 bedroom
references. Call Sam 759-4784
basements, driveways,
conditioning painting, carpen
1900
miles.
Cycle
and
2
Green. $150. Call 753-7692 or
43t-sr
TV
Radio
26.
Canterbury
or
7516067.
home
in
walks,
pities,
steps,
t:;".:
•;••,••,'
:
"I ,
try, concrete and roofing 753,
helmets, $650 Call before 3
753-1287.
Wanted: Responsible party to 37. Livestocksupoies
Free estimates. Charles
Estates, featuring
2211 or 7591270
pm, 759-1814.
753-7411
White gas stove, continuous take up small payment on
beamBarnett,
753-5476.
with
great
room
AROUND THE CLOCK
57
Wanted
cleaning, Coronado. $100. Call Magnavox color t.v. Warranted. Custom made bridles, harness,
‘, ., ,.....;;..,., .
ceiling
cathedral
Auto.
Services
ed
48.
halters, moccasons, and chaps.
437-4540.
7517575.
For appliance repair. refrigera- Elderly lady will share horny'
and lovely brick
engine
and
full
Volkswagen,
type
3.
bedroom,
2
New
listing.
3
• Other leather items. Call 753tion, and small electrical repair with another elderly lady.
fireplace. Beautifully
parts 489-2330.
baths, brick veneer home,
9736.
jobs, call Bill Rollins, 753- References required Call for
, , ,
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
decorated throughout,
Drive.
Home
Keenland
1621
EXECUTIVE HOME
49. Used Cars
. •./ .
details. 753-0291.
0162
Gaited pony, 13 hands, gentle, features Olympic size pool,
201 WoStreett Street
this home is a
FOR SALE
1973 *tory Buick. Body and
Closed All Day Wed. rides and drives. 753-0672.
housewife's dream at
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
.
. , .•
central heat and air, fireplace,
OR RENT
les time for FALL CLEANING.
motor ineat condition. Aira down-to-earth price.
. Saturday 730 til 500
Pigs approximately 10 lbs. Call burglar alarm system. For more
. ,
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Gatesboro home with 3
conditioned and brand new
Listing
at
New
&
$70's.
Purdom
call
753-2418.
information
Prke ell
bedrooms,2 baths,fortires. Call 492-8793.
Kopperud Realty, 711
Thurman Real Estate, 753. --------- PRKE SNARE 15' 38. Pets-Supplies
HAIRCUT $1.25
mat dining room,
Residential & Commerciell
.. My
r•,ii.„...., a olwie Oh 0•••• Ea 751.3555.
4451, Suzy Wells 753-1585,
Main.
1913 Dodge Manic°, 55,000
•
central
kitchen,
large
Semite
NW
lb.
,
.
AKC Boxer stud service. Super Geneva Jones 753-6557
Free Estimates!
..,!.
actual miles good condition
.,
pump
ea
air
an
.
'.
champion bloodline. Also AKC
Call days 753-7422 or nights
Call
759-1876
House
system.
heating
Boxer puppies. Call 753-0347.
753-6756.
is vacant and may be
AKC registered adorable Pug
.
1972 Dodge Colt, runs good.
purchased or rented.
puppies. They make wonderful
80,0goofidh-agaaes
nmeiwleamgeotocrhneea:. tisres
Realty
Call
Kopperud
pets! 153-7438.
for details. 753-1222.
527-1570 or 437-4950.
AKC registered Cocker Spaniel
That's what you'll sa
puppies. Buff and white. Call
MAT
FOR
1969 Ford Thunderbird
When You See The
A manufacturing plant located in Northwest Tennessee
753-9459 after 5 pm.
Mechanically sound, body in
COUNTRY
is seeking qualified candidates for the position of Peris
now
condition, would make exfair
Basic
and
FEELING
Advanced
obedog
sonnel Supervisor. This position has responsibility for
cellent work car $400 firm
dience classes. Breed handling,
See this four bedroom,
working at
a brood range of activities including employment,
w,n
rorlIsa75le3-618
92
791 aTfBteirr d6Tpom
ProfessionalCa
tracking, and protection.
All
roomy
union relations, employee relotions program, adbreeds and ages
b:r
r eek,
my a
baethon private
2
hom
Lanministration of personnel records ond the adinstructor 436-2858.
7 miles from Murray
ministration of job bidding, recall, and lay off
dau, loaded, must sell or soA real country
procedures. Prior experience is desired. A degree in
meone take over payments. Call
Female, Siamese cat; male
business or personnel is required. Applicant must hove
charmer priced at on753-6520 after 5 pm.
Siamese kitten. feriial Siamese
.
career aspiration in the field of personnel. Send
kittens. 436-5856. - ,
lY $29,900. Just listed.
For sale: 1976 Gremlin, good
ribsume mitt'salaryhistory in confidence toi Industrial
Phone 753-1222, Kopcondition. Call 435-4468.
40. Produce'
Relations Manager, P. 0. Box 610, Paris, Ten 38242.
perud Realty for full
Four mag wheels, fit Pontiac
Fresh
Gulf shrimp, direct from
An Equal Employment Opportunity Employer.
time real estate serQualils 111.11 %\ ill Pli•asi•
car or Chevy pickup. 753-7541
Galveston $6 a pound. Call
612 5 Nth
753 5719
vice
F,
after 6 pm.
759-4410

4.
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Showroom
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Mrs. Jabe Outland
Dies At Age 89

, September 20, 1980

Kentucky Selected To Control
Development Program

Toxic Chemical Tank
Explodes, Injures Five

cited about the response" the
By DIANA TAYLOR
for it," he said.
FITCHBURG, Mass. (AP) time ofthe explosion.
project has had, Mrs. Brown
"Vinyl chloride is a
Associated Press Writer
— A tank holding the highly
The governor said he believadded that several fundFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) toxic chemical vinyl chloride poisonous gas," said Harold
ed HUD officials feel Kenwill be held in
the
Kentucky is one of two states tucky's focus on economic raising events
exploded Friday night, injur- Rossi, area director of
months, including an
in the country selected to con- development will put the state corning
ing at least five people and state Civil Defense. "The Civil
party" at the
ready
trol a $28 million federal com- in a position to do the most Oct. 24 "cowboy
causing the evacuation of 2,000 Defense is standing by
Horse Park near
local
Kentucky
the
if
e
assistanc
offer
to
program
the
of
ent
mile
a
developm
within
munity
program.
residents
with the
n.
during the coming fiscal year,
American Chemical Co., a uthorites request it."
Under the program, the Lexingto
is
Brown also announced that
chemical
the
said
Rossi
Y.
John
Gov.
to
said.
g
es
accordin
authoriti
state may recommend that
his wife will leave
Brown Jr.
At least two plant used in the manufacturing of
applications from com- he and
for what he termed
Saturday
wares.
plastic
the
cities
in
small
burned
the
Funds from
employees were
munities be funded with HUD
vacation
The injured employees,
Community Development grants. Federal officials re- his first extended
GUEST SPEAKER — The Rev. A. Oliver Eraser, right, from
blast and three firefighters
a 10-day
Block Grant program can be tain the right of final ap- since taking office,
were injured battling the identified as Roger Drury and
Ocho Rios, Jamaica, will be the guest speaker at the 11
used to buy property for proval, but Brown said he ex- trip to Europe.
general alarm blaze, officials David Lee, both of Fitchburg,
a.m, service on Sunday, Sept. 21, at the Elm Grove Baptist
Earlier Friday, a Lexington
suffered severe burns from
Rev.
the
ment, build or pected most would be perfuncdevelop
pastor,
Grove
said.
Elm
the
is
left
the
Church. On
radio station reported that
preserve
,
facilities
in
renovate
degree
Police and fire department acid,according to authorities.
his
tory.
received
Calvin Wilkins. Rev. Eraser
had been out of KenBoth men were working in
or rehabilitate existing houspersonnel from about a dozen
Brown's wife, Phyllis Brown
religious education from the Southern Baptist Theological
tucky about one of every three
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